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About Westcon
About Westcon
Westcon is a value-added distributor of industry-leading technology in security, networking, data centre, cloud and unified
communications & collaboration (UCC) solutions. Our resellers benefit from our 30 years’ experience in the channel providing strategic
support and a consultative approach through every aspect of the sales cycle, making them more competitive.

CHANNEL
PARTNER

We play an integral part in Avaya’s
go-to-market strategy and supply chain,
ensuring resellers get the highest levels
of support to maximise profitability.

Dedicated account management

Supply chain and professional services

•• Ensuring you have access to the full range of support
and resources available
•• Expert advice and assistance on developing market
opportunities and your pipeline
•• End-to-end account management
•• Regular product and pricing updates

•• Local to global supply chain management
•• Integration services (tagging, component assembly, firmware
updates, configuration)
•• Reverse logistics
•• Wireless surveys
•• Network assessments

Financial services

Sales and technical training

•• Flexible credit facilities
•• Solid financial backing, even for the largest deals
•• Ability to trade in multiple currencies

•• Comprehensive and hands-on approach
•• Certification support
•• Bespoke courses available on request

Pre-Sales support

Marketing

•• System design validation and pricing support
•• Advice for complex and multi-vendor solutions
•• Customer presentations and solution demos

•• Data and demand generation services
•• Extensive collateral library
•• Business planning workshops on request
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Why choose Westcon?

avaya EMEA Distributor
of the year fy16

> 500,000 IP endpoints shipped
in 2015

growth in the mid-market

+50%

increase in IP 500
systems sold in 2015

+66%

increase in IP Office
Server Edition sales
in 2015

key vertical markets
finance
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Avaya’s portfolio and complementary vendors available from Westcon

Networking and
security

ENTERPRISE VOICE

CUSTOMER
ENGAGEMENT

Aura

Contact Center

UCC

Video

SMB & MID-MARKET
VOICE

IP Office
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Introduction to IP Office
Introduction to IP Office
Avaya IP Office represents a mature, feature-rich solution capable of meeting the needs of a number of different customers – from the
very small (2+ users), to larger mid-market organisations with up to 3,000 users. Any Business Partner considering selling into the MidMarket should look to Avaya IP Office as the platform of choice for their customers.

Here to stay (and grow!)
Avaya is heavily focused on the Mid-Market opportunity, ensuring that business partners and end-users receive comprehensive support. IP Office
benefits from strong R&D investment and is still only in the ‘expansion’ phase of its product lifecycle – it represents a long-term investment to
businesses of all sizes. Launched in 2002, IP Office sales have grown steadily, with 550,000 IP Office solutions deployed worldwide. Further proof
of Avaya’s commitment to developing their solutions was the acquisition of Nortel in 2009, Sipera in 2011 and Radvision in 2012. Investments in
IP Office are future-proof thanks to Avaya’s focus and to its scalability - one platform can cover 2 to 3,000 users, across a single site or up to 150
sites.

Faster time to higher revenues
Avaya IP Office has a much shorter sales cycle than enterprise solutions like Avaya Aura, meaning that resellers’ time to revenue is much quicker. Additional revenue
opportunities are made possible by strong complementary products from the Avaya portfolio, like video, networking and session border controllers. Headset vendors, Jabra,
Plantronics and Sennheiser, all available from Westcon, complement IP Office solutions to increase the value to the user and the value of the sale for the Business Partner.

Cooperate with and compete against Lync/Skype for Business
Don’t leave the door open for Microsoft in new sales or the installed base. Customers can continue moving to Lync/Skype for Business on the desktop
but you can secure the UC environment with IP Office by integrating with Lync/Skype for Business. The customer retains their desktop strategy of
Microsoft but Avaya provides the UC functionality.

A rich solution doesn’t need to be complex
Avaya IP Office is a simple, yet robust and feature-rich solution available as a single “box”, making it easy to design, sell, install and set-up. Different
‘Editions’ and ‘Worker Profiles’ enable organisations to choose the feature package that suits their exact needs.
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IP Office overview
A flexible & feature-rich UC solution for small to midsize businesses

SMEs want simplified Unified
Communications that will enable
them to be competitive and serve
their customers better, but with
capabilities implemented in a
solution that is flexible and scalable.
The growing adoption of flexible
working is driving the requirement
for SMEs to support ‘bring your own
device’ (BYOD) strategies.
However, to fit in with SME budgets
and cost restraints, UC solutions
must have minimal administrative
and training requirements and be
easy to deploy to any user across the
network.

Small business
Whether for 2 or
300+ employees,
IP Office delivers
sophisticated
communications,
simplified.

Midsize enterprise
With its ability to scale to 3,000 users at
a single site (or across as many as 150
locations), IP Office is ideally suited to the
midsize enterprise that wants powerful,
business-impacting communications. IP
Office is an industry leader in low total cost
of ownership and unique in its ability to
grow in both scale and sophistication.

Branch offices
Large enterprises with branch offices
confront the cost and complexity of
keeping everyone communicating.
IP Office links seamlessly with Avaya
Aura, the award-winning enterprise
communications system that powers
over 85 percent of the Fortune 500.
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Productive regardless of location

Collaboration

Users can work anytime and anywhere; from home, on the road, from a hotel room or abroad, and still have access to all the features that would
be available from the office desk.
Make and receive business calls right from an Apple iPad. Take full control of conference calls. Tap to add, mute or
disconnect callers to manage conferences as easily as if you were at your desk.
Bring full desktop communications to iPhone or Android smartphone devices.
Tap your smartphone to let everyone know you’re available, on the phone, or in a meeting. Automatically get notified
when colleagues’ Presence status changes for speedier collaboration.

Customer Service

Add video and with just a few clicks users can collaborate.

Connect the workforce
Multiple systems can be networked together, providing VoIP benefits such as free inter-site calls, seamless feature integration, virtual agents and
centralised voicemail, operator and management functionality.

BYOD

Need to get a service tech to a client quickly? With geo-presence, you can track the location of sales or service people right from your smartphone.
Bring your company directory everywhere for instant access to all your contacts. Call, email, IM and check presence for more meaningful collaboration.

Enhance the customer experience
Every missed call is a missed opportunity. IP Office provides messaging and customer interaction solutions to ensure calls are never missed.
Calls to the office ring on any designated device, so you never miss a call. Log on to any IP desk phone in the network and it becomes the user’s phone.
Get all business voice and email messages on your smartphone. With IP Office’s visual voice mail, you can prioritise messages and respond to the most important ones first.

Reduce costs
IP Office can significantly help lower costs with SIP trunk support, sophisticated conferencing options, advanced mobility solutions and customer service tools.
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IP Office 10 positioning
IP Office 10 puts the solution firmly on the MidMarket with a host of features and functionality
including:

SMB
Micro

Mid-Market

Enterprise

Small & medium size

•• Scalability to 3,000 users / 150 sites with
IP Office Select offering
•• Voicemail capacity increases to 250 ports
(500 IP Office Select only - requires 2 VM Pro servers)
•• Built-in web conferencing
•• Branch enhancements
•• LDAP user synchronisation

Customers can migrate to IP Office R10 by
purchasing an upgrade licence or under the
terms of their IP Office Support Services (IPOSS)
support contract, as applicable.

!

With IP Office 10, all licensing will move
to PLDS in line with the rest of the
portfolio. R9.1 licences will continue to be
available in ADI.

2 users

50

1,000

250

3,000 + users

platform capacity

‘sweet spot’

10
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Unified Communications
Infrastructure
IP 500 V2

1,000 users across 32 systems

40 channels of voicemail

2-384 extensions per IP 500

Preferred Edition required

Optional software application

148 voice compression channels

Audio & video conferencing
240 lines
SIP, ISDN, analogue

Base unit

12 expansion modules

Data capabilities
•• IP routing / switching
•• Firewall Protection

SD card
Endpoints
IP (H.323 & SIP), analogue, digital

!

Release 9.1+ is not supported on IP500 (version 1) Control Unit.

•• System software
•• System configuration
•• Licence key activation
•• System Status
Application
•• Basic Edition

An optional SD Card can
also be used to provide
backup to the primary
SD Card to ensure
business continuity.
The optional card can be
a standard ‘off the shelf’
class 4 SD card.
10

Unified Communications module v2 (1 per IP500v2)

External applications server

OR

Removes the need for an external server and Microsoft server licences

!

9.1+ only

Prferred edition licence is
ordered separately

TTS, MAPI Email
and UMS Exchange
Integration

4-40 voicemail ports

Faster USB for
install and upgrade

Supports the addition of
User licences

Next generation
integrated processor

Up to 2,000 mailbox/users
Multi-site SCN up to 32 systems

Up to 40 ports of
Preferred Edition

Up to 750 one-X Portal (R630)
•• Up to 250 one-X Portal (R220)
•• Power User, Tele-Worker, Office Worker and Mobile Worker

The external solution is based on the Dell R220 server and runs Linux.
Preferred Edition and Worker licences are sold separately.
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Base cards
Base cards can support a daughter card for additional capacity and functionality.
(Excluding the 4 Port Expansion Card)

4x base cards per IP500 base unit

Combination cards
Do not support additional daughter cards.
Maximum 2 combination cards per IP500 system.

IP500 4 Port Expansion Card

Phone 2 Card

Additional 4 external expansion
modules (must be installed into
slot 4 of the IP500 system)

2 analogue extension ports
(maximum 4 per IP500)

Digital Station (DS) 8 Card

Phone 8 Card

8 digital station extension ports
(maximum 3 per IP500)

8 analogue extension ports
(maximum 4 per IP500)

Voice Compression Module
(VCM) 32

Voice Compression Module
(VCM) 64

32 voice compression channels

64 voice compression channels

Combination Card ATM v2

Combination Card BRI4

•• 6 x digital phone ports
•• 2 x analogue phone ports
•• 4 x analogue trunks
•• 10 x VCM channels

•• 6 x digital phone ports
•• 2 x analogue phone ports
•• 2 x BRI (4 channels)
•• 10 x VCM channels
12

Trunks: cards & licensing
Install onto IP Office base cards as daughter cards (except 4 Port Expansion Card)

Card

Description

Available licences

ATM4 Analogue Line Connectivity

4 analogue lines

N/A

BRI 4 ISDN2e Trunk Card

2 ISDN2e circuits (4 channels)

N/A

BRI 8 ISDN2e Trunk Card

4 ISDN2e circuits (8 channels)

N/A

IP500 PRI 30 E1 Trunk Card

Up to 30 PRI channels (8 circuits enabled by default). Licence required to increase channels

Additional 2, 8 or 22 channels

IP500 PRI 60 E1 Trunk Card

Up to 60 PRI channels (16 circuits enabled by default). Licence required to increase channels

Additional 2, 8 or 22 channels

IP500 BRI S0 Converter Cable

Required to convert BRI to an S08 for ISDN to the desk

N/A

Endpoint licensing
3 licences available for Avaya endpoints:
•• 1x Avaya IP Phone
•• 5x Avaya IP Phones
•• 20x Avaya IP Phones
Note: VCM32/64 V2 cards are no longer
enabled with 12x IP endpoints.

!

5 licences available for third-party
SIP endpoints:
•• 1x SIP Endpoint
•• 5x SIP Endpoint
•• 10x SIP Endpoint
•• 20x SIP Endpoint
•• 50x SIP Endpoint

From IP Office R10, ALL licencing moves to PLDS. R9.1 licences will continue to be available in ADI.
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Expansion modules

Nortel migration hardware

Increase overall solution capacity:

Nortel customers can migrate to IP Office and retain the phones which are a key part of
the initial investment.

Up to 8 expansion modules are supported as standard.
The 4 port expansion card increases capacity to 12
expansion modules.

The following IP Office hardware components allow Nortel digital phones to work on IP
Office. As the modules provide RJ21 connectivity there is no need for re-cabling.

IP500 TCM-8 Card

IP500 DS16A / DS30A

8 digital ports for Nortel phones

•• For 16 or 30 digital Nortel phones
•• Do not support Avaya digital
phones
•• Can be used in conjunction with
the Nortel modules

IP 500 DS16B / DS30B

Phone 16 Module
16 analogue devices connections
IP500 Phone 30 Module
30 analogue devices connections
IP500 Analogue 16 Module
16 analogue circuits
DS16B Module
16 digital phones
DS30B Module
30 digital phones

+ Power Lead (1 per module)

•• For up to 16 or 30 DS or TCM
phones
•• Default to DS Phone operation

+ IP500 Rack Mount Kit

IP Office 500 supports a range of Nortel phones:

IP Phones

Digital Mobility 1.8 GHz

1120E, 1140E, 1220, 1230 and the 12 key
Expansion Module

4135, 4145, 4145EX, 4136, 4146,
4146EX

Digital Phones

Wireless Phone

•• T Series: T7000, T7100, T7208, T7316,
T7316e and the T24 Expansion Module
•• M Series: M7000, M7100, M7208,
M7310, M7324

T7406E
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Server Edition (including virtualisation)
Mid-market organisations face different challenges and have different needs to large enterprise. They are expected to perform like
their larger competitors but with less resource and smaller budgets. As such Server Edition delivers significant value in helping to fulfil
business needs and overcoming business issues.
Server Edition has been specifically designed to address up to 2,000 users on a single site or across up to 32 locations. This scale
increase is delivered on a Linux server as opposed to the IP Office 500v2 platform.
Key components

Deployment scenarios

IP Office software running on a Linux server (required)

1. Server Edition with pure IP deployment:

Server Edition licence (required for each system)

•• All IP phones with SIP trunks everywhere
•• Use Avaya sourced server for applications,
IP phones and SIP trunks

IP Office software running on the IP500v2 (optional)

Deployment
example on
following page

2. Server Edition with hybrid deployment:
•• A mix of analogue, digital or IP phones everywhere
•• Use Avaya sourced server for applications, IP phones and SIP
trunks
•• Use IP Office 500v2 for TDM stations and trunks

Virtualisation benefits
•• IP Office can co-reside with other applications
•• Optimise data centre footprint - lower TCO
•• Scale is not impacted - 2,000 users

3. Server Edition in a virtualised environment:
Licensing
IP Office R10 Server Edition systems must be licenced in PLDS.

!

•• Virtualised SW & applications server
•• Packaged in a single OVA format ready for install
•• Based on VMware vSphere 4.x or 5.x software
•• VMWare 6.X supported with IP Office 10 onwards
15

Example of a Server Edition multi-site network
Centralised management

Centralised licensing

•• Web-based GUI
•• Multi-site deployments
•• Key tools:
–– back-up and restore,
–– software upgrades,
–– inventory management
•• Central repository for other management
tools:
–– IP Office manager,
–– VMPro manager,
–– One-X Portal manager,
–– SSA,
–– System monitor

•• Management of user & system licences from primary server
•• Simplify moves, adds and changes
•• Lower TCO associated with ongoing maintenance and management

Resiliency
Optional one-X Portal Server

•• Redundant server or Primary/Secondary
server in a networked environment
•• Resilient elements: hw, user/applications,
trunks

Secondary optional server
(for additional scalability and/or resiliency)

Based on Dell R620 server
Primary Server
(Main and the only mandatory component)

Based on Dell R630 server
•• IP Office on Linux SW (750 IP users)
•• 1x Portal Server
•• VM Pro Server
•• IM/Presence Server
•• Mobility Server
•• Centralised Licencing
•• Global Config SW Binary

IP Office for Linux
Expansion System

Multi-Site Networking

•• IP Office on Linux SW (750 IP users)
•• Resiliency Node
•• VM Pro Server Backup
•• Global Config SW Binary

IP Office 500 v2
Expansion System or Gateway
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IP Office Select
IP Office Select includes all the features of Server Edition plus enterprise-grade functionality. It is targeted at large mid-market
customers (1,000-3,000 users) with more sophisticated communications requirements. It combines enterprise-class scalability,
resiliency and security, as well as the simplicity, flexibility and value of the IP Office Platform.
Key features (IP Office Select only)

Licensing
•• IP Office Select is a mode that is configured
in the core IP Office and validated by
licensing.
•• All systems/nodes within the deployment
must be the same, either all IP Office Select
or all Server Edition.
•• IP Office Select licences will only be
supported via PLDS. ADI cannot be used for
IP Office Select.
•• For customers wanting to upgrade to Select,
existing Server Edition licences need to be
migrated by purchasing a new set of Select
licences.

3,000 users across 150 sites
Dell R630 (or virtual) required to achieve scale enhancements

250 voicemail ports — 500 with dual VM Pro
512 conference channels
LDAP/Active Directory user synchronisation
High availability when deployed on VMware
Software resiliency improvements

Deployment scenarios

Cloud

Features

Select

2000
Capacity

R10
Server
Edition

R10
Select

Solution Users*

2000

3000

Users on a single server

1500

3000

Nodes/Sites

32

150

UC users

750

3000

VM ports

150

250

Solution VM ports

150

500

Recording channels

150

500

Paging group size

128

256

Hunt groups

300

600

Conference channels

256

512

Soft console

32

75

Capacities

*Dell R630 should be used for ALL new solution configurations

IP Office Select is supported on server and
virtualised OVA platforms.

Server
Edition

1000

Server Edition vs Select

3000
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Avaya Session Border Controller for Enterprise (SBCE)
Avaya SBCE is a single solution providing SIP-based security functionality across two key areas:
1) Standards-based secure SIP trunking for AURA
or IP Office
•• Highly scalable solution
•• High availability option (Platform dependant)
•• Advanced UC security such as Toll Fraud & Call Walking
•• Deep packet inspection (SIP & Media)
•• DoS/DDos attack protection
•• ACL/White/Black listing
•• SIP Normalisation for SIP trunk integration
•• Call Admission Control (CAC)
•• Quality of Service Marking and Tracking
•• DTMF Manipulation
•• NAT
•• RFC 5853 Compliant

Deployment footprints available:

2) Advanced Services Features
•• VPN-less Remote Worker connectivity:
–– Validate and securely support remote/
mobile workers or the extension of
Avaya UC services
–– Support near & far-end NAT
•• Encryption Services
–– SIP TLS <-> TCP, UDP
–– sRTP <-> RTP
•• Media Replication (ability to fork media
to a recording device)
•• Support now included for SIP Scopia XT
series clients

Single server platform supporting up to
14,000 sessions

Functionality according to options 1 or 2 is enabled by Standard or
Advanced licencing respectively. Standard and Advanced licences
can co-reside on the same system.

Dual Server Platform supporting up to
14,000 sessions (High Availability (HA) option)
Element Management System (EMS) required

SBCE for IP Office supporting up to
500 sessions

Virtualised

Minimum IPO 8.1 (HA supported from IPO 9.1)

2,500 sessions per VM instance (minimum release 7)
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Avaya SBCE for SME (requires 8.1 minimum)
The security of SIP/VoIP connectivity is key to a succesful SIP-based
communications deployment. Data network firewalls protect a variety of traffic
types but are not ‘application-aware’. Current industry best practice for securing
SIP-based communications is the deployment of a Session Border Controller (SBC)
at the edge of the network.

How does Avaya SBCE fit layered security architecture for SIP trunking?

Avaya SBCE brings a new level of SIP security through:
Element Management
System (EMS)
Well-constructed ‘craft’ interfaces
for simplicity of implementation
and administration

Deep packet inspection for
both signaling and media

Layer 3 attack
Layer 4 attack

OS attack
Application attack

SIP protocol fuzzing
SIP denial of service / distributed DOS
SIP spoofing
SIP advanced toll fraud (call walking, stealth attacks)

DoS/DDoS
Flood, resource hang/open
transaction, crash/fuzz

SIP normalisation – SIP trunk
integration module (STIM)
Call admission control

ACL/white/black listing

RFC 5853 compliant

DTMF manipulation

Advanced UC security

NAT traversal (both near
and far end), topology
hiding

Including protections against
toll fraud, call walking, etc.

SBCE

IDS / IPS

Firewall

Beware - Toll fraud
Billions lost by enterprises every
year through inadequately secured
SIP trunks, UC and VoIP applications
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Applications
Editions overview
Basic Edition
•• For small businesses
with basic telephony
requirements
(sub 20 users / single site)
•• Very cost effective and
easy to deploy solution

Essential Edition
•• For small businesses
where good customer
service is important
•• Enables essential mobility
features

Preferred Edition
•• For small businesses
where superior customer
service is imperative
•• Resiliency in multi-site
environments
•• Superior mobility features

•• Enabled via system SD card
•• Single site only
•• Embedded voicemail
•• 1 voicemail box per user

•• Up to 25 hrs of voicemail storage time
•• Voicemail to email
•• Auto-attendant
•• Digital/analog phones only
•• 64 party ad-hoc audio conferencing

•• Licence-enabled
•• IP PBX functionality
•• 6 voicemail ports
•• Server-free solution
•• Up to 40 automated attendants

•• Up to 128 party audio conferencing
•• 4 remote H.323 extensions.
Each endpoint enables VPN phone
•• Dial By Name
•• Remote Voicemail Retrieval

(2 ports embedded as standard, then up to 6 ports
with additional licence key)

•• Essential Edition is a pre-requisite
•• Up to 40 simultaneous calls for
voicemail access
•• Multi-level automated attendant:
–– Sophisticated routing options
–– Customer service features:
time/day call routing and
queue announcements

•• Personal attendants with routing
options and customised greetings
•• Information on Hold: promotions,
technical tips, new product launches,
etc.
•• 2x 64 party conference bridges with
PIN access
•• No limit on VPN phones/system

•• Web-based management
•• Server-free solution
•• Minimal programming
•• Can be upgraded to Essential and
Preferred Editions

•• Mobile twinning and one-X Mobile
Essential Edition client for all users
•• Basic call control on mobile devices
+ Adds Options: Receptionist

•• Built-in recording of incoming, outgoing
and conference calls
•• Ability to add user solutions –
Desktop on mobile device, HD video
conferencing, IM/presence, calendar
mining, Outlook and Salesforce
integration
•• Supports multiple IP Office systems

+ Adds Options: Power User, Office Worker, Mobile Worker, Tele Worker
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•• For midsize businesses
•• All the benefits of
Preferred Edition
•• Scalability,
built-in resiliency
and centralised
management

IP Office Select
For larger midsize
businesses with
enterprise-grade
requirements

•• Linux- based
•• All ‘Preferred Edition’ features
•• Centralised management and
user licensing

•• Centralised management and
administration of users, groups
and system configuration
•• Resilient failover capabilities

•• Scales to 2,000 users and 150 messaging
ports per site
•• System status alerts the administrator to
any potential issues

•• All ‘Server Edition’ features
+ enterprise-grade features
•• 3,000 users across 150 sites
•• Up to 500 voicemail ports

•• 512 conference channels
•• LDAP/Active Directory
user synchronisation

•• High availability when deployed on
VMware
•• Software resiliency improvements
•• PLDS licence file required

Cloud

Select

Features

Server Edition

Preferred

Server Edition

Essential

Basic

100

384

1000

2000

3000

Capacity
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Telephony
Capabilities

Avaya Communicator for Windows or iPad
Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Basic Call Control

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

IM, Presence, Directory

û

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

Conference Controls

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Integrated Video Conferencing

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Make/Receive Calls

û

û

ü

ü

ü

IM, Presence, Directory

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Conference Controls

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Key System Functionality

ü

û

û

ü

ü

IP PBX Functionality

û

ü

ü

ü

System Networking

û

ü

ü

ü

Capabilities

Conferencing
Capabilities

Web portal
Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Ad-hoc

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Secure ‘Meet Me’

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Capabilities

Call recording
Voicemail
Capabilities

Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Storage in Voicemail

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Capabilities

Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Advanced Archiving/Retrieval

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Basic embedded

ü

ü

ü

û

û

Voicemail Pro

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Call centre

Mobility

Capabilities

Basic

Essential

Preferred

Server

Select

Auto-attendant

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

Capabilities

IVR

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Call Twinning to Mobile

û

ü

ü

ü

ü

Hunt Groups/ACD

ü

ü

ü

ü

ü

VoIP using Wi-Fi/3G/4G

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Reporting and Analytics

û

û

û

ü

ü

IM, Presence, Directory

û

û

ü

ü

ü

Agent/Supervisor Roles

û

û

û

ü

ü

Conference Controls

û

û

ü

ü

ü
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Office Worker
Provide employees with all the communication tools they need to be productive from the desk and to deliver back office support to
colleagues or deal with customer requests.

Ideal headsets for this application:
•• BIZ 2300
•• BIZ 2400

Supports a Citrix/terminal server infrastructure
or Apple Mac computers

Voicemail to email

Access to personal, corporate and external
directories

Intuitive interface

(LDAP/Active Directory)

Presence, including one-X Mobile

Single server solution

Instant Messaging

With web browser client applications

Via Unified Messaging Server (UMS)

•• Savi 700 Series
•• EncorePro Series

•• SC 630/660

Includes one-X Portal
& Avaya Communicator
23

Mobile Worker
Enables remote workers to be seamlessly contacted on ‘one number’ regardless of their location.

Mobile calls can be routed through IP Office
•• Take advantage of business calling plans
•• Track, monitor and record calls

Ideal headsets for this application:

Easy switch between mobile twinning modes
Multiple call
appearances

Centralised
call log

Integrated
call history

•• Stealth UC
•• Evolve 65 UC

•• Voyager Edge UC
•• Voyager Focus

•• Presence UC
Your status and
availability
Key functionality

Includes one-X Mobile Preferred
‘One Number’ access
Call over 3G / 4G / WiFi

Text-To-Speech
Requires Preferred Edition & MS Exchange

Transfer, conference, hold, record,
etc. from mobile phone
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Tele Worker
Provides workers with all IP Office features and communications tools as if they were in the office - significantly improving productivity
and business continuity.

Includes one-X Portal & IP video softphone
Single server solution
•• With web browser client applications
•• All IP Office features enabled via IP hard phone or
one-X Portal in conjunction with a home or mobile
phone number (Internet connection required)

Intuitive graphical user interface
•• Efficient handling of calls
•• Easy access to personal, corporate and external
directories (LDAP/Active Directory)

Presence

Ideal headsets for this application:
•• BIZ 2300 USB
•• Speak 510

•• Blackwire Series
•• Calisto Series

•• SP 10 / SP 20
•• SC 630/660 USB CTRL

Voicemail to email
Unified Messaging Server (UMS)

Video softphone enables point-to-point realtime video communications
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Power User
Combining the key elements of the IP Office Mobile Worker and Tele Worker, the Power User is provided with a complete unified
communications solution.

Ideal headsets for this application:
•• Stealth UC
•• Evolve 65 UC
•• Speak 510

Includes one-X Portal, IP Video
Softphone, one-x mobile preferred
and Avaya Communicator
‘One Number’ Access
Remote Working
IP Office Voice Compression Module is
required

Presence

Voicemail to email

•• Voyager Edge
•• Voyager Focus

Unified Messaging Server (UMS)

Intuitive desktop interface

•• Presence UC
•• SP 20

Text-To-Speech
Requires Preferred Edition
and Microsoft Exchange

Video softphone enables point-topoint real-time video communications
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Small Community Networking (SCN)
Many small businesses are spread across a number of offices, each with the same communication requirements. To ensure high levels
of productivity and customer service are maintained, SCN enables up to 32 IP Office systems to be networked together, enabling
workers to seamlessly collaborate and communicate between disparate office locations.
Resilient SCN
Required at each site:

In ‘rainy day’ scenario IP Phones can
re-register to another IP Office (when
deployed with Preferred Edition)

PSTN

PSTN

•• VCM card with appropriate ports
•• Voice Networking licence with appropriate channels

Reduced call costs
Location 1

Location 2

Utilise the IP Network to route calls
between offices

Scalable
Up to 1,000 users across 32 sites
IP Office
Preferred Edition

•• Server Edition: 2,000 users across 32 sites
•• Select: 3,000 users across 150 sites

Distributed Hunt Groups

Centralised features

Group similar skill sets across multiple locations

User presence status and corporate directory are shared between sites

Remote Hot-Desking

Centralised resource and remote system management

•• Move between offices with no loss of user features
•• Easily relocating key workers removes the disruption and cost of re-hiring

Preferred Edition (Voicemail Pro), Receptionist (SoftConsole) and system
administration (IP Office Manager)
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Voicemail Pro
For new businesses, Voicemail Pro is included with IP Office Preferred Edition.
Voicemail Pro

Dual Voicemail Pro
(Select only)
•• Full resiliency
•• Increase capacity to 500
channels
•• Support for hot desking

•• Allows message handling for
individuals or groups
•• Provides information to callers
•• Voicemail to email
•• Inbound call assistance:
–– Delivers messages as soon
as they are left
–– PIN code security
•• ‘Whisper Announce’
•• Assisted transfer: call returns
to Voicemail Pro automatically
should the called party be
engaged or not answer within
a pre-determined time
•• Extended personal greetings
based upon user availability
•• Personal numbering &
distribution lists
•• Group messages broadcasts
•• Audiotex and Auto-Attendant
•• Queue Announcement
•• Speaking Clock
•• Automatic and on-demand
call recording

Text-To-Speech (part of Voicemail Pro)
•• Voice forms/questionnaire
mailboxes
•• Tag information to a call and
deliver it to an agent
•• Visual Basic Script support
•• Voicemail Pro modules:
–– Create sequences of actions
to share between different
call routing scenarios
–– Create a library of vertical
voicemail applications
–– Easy dissemination to other
IP Office voicemail sites
•• Trigger external actions
(e.g. office heating)
•• Automatic detection and
routing of fax calls
•• Intuity emulation mode
•• 22 supported prompt languages
•• Centralised voicemail within a
multi-site IP Office environment
•• Networked Messaging
•• Up to 30 ports

•• Reads back information captured from a
database
•• Allows remote e-mail collection

+

ContactRecorder

In addition to Voicemail Pro
•• Complements the IP Office voice
recording capabilities
•• Stores and catalogues the recordings
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Microsoft integration
IP Office Lync/Skype for Business plugin
•• Provides telephony capabilities for Lync/Skype for Business via
IP Office
•• Works with:
–– Lync Server-side (on-premise)
–– Office 365 (hosted) deployments
•• No need to invest in additional MS licences - Microsoft
Standard CAL are sufficient
•• Operates in ‘Phone Mode’ only (utilises CTI control over
deskphone) and does not support any soft-client functionality

Supported call features:
•• Make call
•• Answer call (Toast pop up on incoming call with options
to Answer/Decline)
•• Disconnect call
•• Hold / unhold call
•• Transfer call
•• Conference
•• Call Forward
•• Only one active call at a time (other calls in held state)

Avaya IP Office 500v2
(will also support server edition)
Active Directory
TSPI

Avaya IP Office
One-X Portal Server

Web services
(CSTA)

IM and Presence

Update Presence when user is
on phone to ‘Busy – In a Call‘
Avaya Digital
or IP Phone

Desk phone originated
calls can be controlled via
Lync/Skype for Business
conversation window

Microsoft Lync
Integration for IP Office
(Phone mode)

Escalate from IM to Call
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IP Office Outlook Plugin
•• Embeds a subset of one-X Portal functionality into
Microsoft Outlook
•• Included with Office Worker, Tele Worker or Power User
•• Improved productivity through more effective
collaboration with the delivery of IP Office UC
functionality direct to Outlook
•• Better customer service through improved first time query
resolution with Federated Presence (with Google), click-tocall and voicemail management in Outlook

Integration into
web collaboration

Load plugin on startup
Plugin window can be collapsed to avoid
capturing entire screen

Chat support

UC features continue to be available

Export Outlook contacts to one-X
Portal server

Secure
•• Secure communication with one-X portal
•• Password change, password complexity requirements,
“account locked” notifications

Visual voicemail

Call options on context menu of
a contact or from the Outlook
calendar

Initiate voice call from Outlook

Incoming call notifications with
options to accept or reject

Communication history with
selected contacts

Sound and desktop notifications
for IM and calls

“Since the majority of knowledge-based employees spend most of their time within Outlook composing and answering emails, scheduling appointments and
managing their contacts, integrating other forms of communications into that application makes enormous sense.”					 (Frost & Sullivan)
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Salesforce.com Plugin

Audio conferencing

Enables business users to have telephony call control direct
from the Salesforce.com portal:

IP Office comes with an in-built audio conference bridge as
standard, enabling businesses to eliminate the cost of outsourced conference calls.

•• Included with Office Worker, Tele Worker or Power User
•• Instant access to Salesforce.com information means that
employees are more professional and responsive to customer
demands and do not have to waste time asking for basic
customer details, helping reduce the call handle time

•• Improves productivity by cutting wasted travel time and
enhancing morale
•• Conferencing can ensure that meetings still go ahead even
during events such as severe weather
•• Quicker decision making through better information sharing
regardless of location

2 x 64 conference calls (or
combinations of) as standard
256 for Server Edition - 512 for Select

Ad-hoc or scheduled calls
Make an outbound call
Hold/Unhold call
Consultative or blind transfer
Receive incoming call

With Preferred Edition

Intuitive features

•• Added security,
control and conference
resource reservation
•• Dial-in prompts and
PIN codes
•• Conference call
recording

Control conference calls via
the desktop (Office Worker,
Tele Worker, Power User and
Receptionist)
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Web collaboration
IP Office comes with in-built web collaboration tools based on Avaya Aura Conferencing (AAC 8.0).
Key features
Audio conferencing

Document sharing

Escalate from an audio call
to web collaboration

White boarding

Desktop/application collaboration

Supported in Firefox,
Chrome, IE and Safari

Application sharing on Windows only

WebRTC now supported
Chrome only

Private Messaging
Remote desktop control

Licensing
•• Web Collaboration user licence required for
each moderator/host
•• Preferred Edition:
1x Office Worker or 1x Power User licence
required for each moderator/host
•• Server Edition and IP Office Select:
1x Office Worker or 1x Power User licence
for each moderator/host

Limitations:
•• No support for video or
computer audio
•• Not supported on the UCM
Module
•• Not supported on the
Windows Application server

Document Library

Reports

Add Participant

•• Allows participants to
view the material at
their own pace
•• 10 documents/user
•• 6 MB/document
•• PDF, JPEG & PNG
only

Archive the
meeting
minutes and
chats

•• Conference Control –
Lock/Unlock/End
•• Call Information,
Attendant,
Documentation
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Clients
Telephony & presence

Avaya Communicator for
iPad and Windows

Escalate from IM to voice

Collaboration
software client
which delivers an
innovative interface
for real-time
communications
•• Supported on Preferred Edition, Server
Edition and IP Office Select
•• Licensing:
–– Avaya Softphone Licence
= telephony only features
–– Power User or Office Worker
= all features
+

iPad only features:
•• Bluetooth and headset support
•• Interop with SCOPIA (can initiate point-topoint video call with XT5000 room system)
*iPad2, iPad3, iPad4, iPad Mini (iOS 6.1.x, 7.0.x, 7.1.x, 8.0.x,9.0.x)

Telephony & presence of
IP Office users
IM between IP Office soft
clients (2-party)
Unsupervised transfer
IP Office + Personal +
Outlook contacts
Make, receive, disconnect calls (2-party)
Mute, un-mute, hold, resume

Index, scroll, filter
contacts

Up to 3 concurrent calls

Touch to add contact

DTMF mode
Dial into voice conf. bridge

Touch-to-call/IM/email
from contact search
results

TLS/SRTP support
Use as softphone in cloud environment

Web conferencing
integration
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Receptionist
Provides the tools to enable efficient and effective call handling for single sites or multiple locations.
•• Minimal training (intuititive)
•• Support for up to 32 offices
(within SCN)
•• Maximum 4x Receptionist
applications per IP Office system
–– 10 per system on Server & Select
–– Select can have up to 75 Receptionist
applications on a solution

DDI and CLIbased script
creation for
incoming calls

Manage voicemails
and change call
forwarding options
for colleagues

For displaying
important customer
information

Integration with
Outlook

•• Door Open Control for 2 door entry systems

Ideal headsets for this application:
•• BIZ 2300
•• BIZ 2400

Speed dial icons and
presence status of all
IP Office users (within
SCN)
Manage up to 8 queues and 16 park slots

IM and Presence from
one-X Portal

Create and control conference calls
Up to 100 call history entries

•• Savi 700
•• EncorePro Series

•• SC 630/660

The Soft Console client used by Receptionists has been enhanced to provide Instant
Messaging support (using the IM service provided in the one-X Portal.) as well as
interworking and better security in a cloud environment.
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one-X Portal
Enable workers to control a telephone from a networked PC
•• Accessed via web browser
•• Single server solution
•• Included with Office Worker, Tele Worker & Power User
•• Citrix/terminal server infrastructure or Apple Mac computers
•• Telecommuter Mode: Voice path is via an allocated PSTN or
mobile number
•• Calendar Mining (Outlook setting)
•• Resiliency can be provided with Dual Server working

Phone activity (on/off hook)

Federated presence via MS
Exchange and GoogleTalk

Voicemail Management
Presence with customised
message and IM

Web interface
•• Efficient handling of incoming/outgoing calls
•• Access to personal, corporate and external directories (LDAP/Active Directory)
•• Integration with Web Conferencing (moderator + participant)
•• Conference scheduling with calendar/list view
•• Users can change passwords and voicemail passcodes

Hunt-group queue gadget
Enables a user to configure the hunt groups to monitor and pick up ANY call
from queue

Third party ‘gadgets’ can
be added to improve
productivity
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one-X Mobile
Two applications delivering mobile benefits depending on the need of the employee:
•• one-X Mobile Essential: cost-effective, server-less mobility solution intended for mobile users who only need voice-based capabilities
•• one-X Mobile Preferred: provides rich UC capabilities designed to give mobile users quick access to multiple forms of communications
one-X Mobile Essential
No need for additional server
Mobile twinning with office
desk phone
iOS 3.X, Symbian, Windows
Mobile
Included with Essential Edition
for all users

one-X Mobile Preferred
Integrated serverbased solution
Data-based UC
Multi-modal
communication
IM, voice call control,
conferencing

Corporate directory
Call control as if in the office
Mobile call control (via DTMF)

Auto fallback from
VOIP to mobile and
move active call
from one-X mobile
to desk phone

Incl. with Mobile Worker
& Power User
Preferred Edition required

Secure TLS, SRTP support and
password change by user
IM / Presence + Geo-location
Visual voicemail
Call recording button
iOS and Android app consistency
•• iOS 5, 5S, 6, 6+, Touch
(iOS 5.x and above)
•• Android for Samsung Galaxy S3/4, HTC
one-S, LG Optimus E975
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IP Office Video Softphone for Mac
PC telephony client enhancing communication and collaboration for remote workers, providing an easy-to-use application for
managing voice and video communication.
•• Support of wireless headsets with full hook-switch
•• Reduce cost by Routing calls over the IP network
•• Support for English, Spanish, French and Russian

Licence requirements

All IM in one window
Type a
phone
number
or contact
name
to make
phone/
video call

!

Mutiple tabs (Call,
contacts, logs)
Contact search and list
of actions available per
contact (audio/video/IM)

•• IP Office Video Softphone Mac can be purchased
with a new licence called IP Office Video
Softphone Mac.
•• Existing customers can use the older versions on
their respective supported operating systems after
IP Office upgrade to 9.1. However, Avaya will
not distribute the older versions of the Mac and
Windows softphone.
•• Existing customers that used the IP Office Video
Softphone Mac (through purchase of Teleworker or
Power User or Mobile Worker Upgrade or Power
User upgrade licences) are also entitled to use the
new version of the Mac client after the upgrade to
IP Office 9.1.
•• Both new and existing customers using the new
Mac softphone must use it on supported Mac OS
versions 10.8 or 10.9.

IP Office video softphone for Windows is end of life with IPO 9.1.
Any existing users of this application must use Avaya Communicator 2.0.1 for Windows going forward.
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Avaya Communicator for Web
Users can easily access Avaya collaboration tools like voice, video, presence and IM from any cloud-based business application or web
page without having to leave the application they are working in. It is enabled with Office Worker and Power User on IP Office 10.

Find teammates quickly and
collaborate in real-time
Chat 1-on-1 or with the whole
team
Make voice and video calls direct
from the browser
Click-to-call any phone number

+ 10-15% daily calls

Let others know when you don’t
want to be disturbed

Example usage:
•• Marketing, Research and development: Remote
team members can execute projects more quickly
and efficiently, as users initiate web conferences in
Google Hangout or WebEx directly from Google
documents and presentations.
•• Sales: Embedding communications into tools such
as Salesforce.com enables incoming and outgoing
calls to be automatically and accurately logged,
providing better insights into sales activity.
•• Support: With live video meetings, support teams
can better interact with customers, increasing
customer satisfaction and loyalty.

As Avaya Communicator for Web enables
numbers to be dialed directly from
applications such as Salesforce.

ACW has been developped by Esna, a leader and innovator in software communications systems since 1989, and was acquired by Avaya in 2015.
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Endpoints
IP Terminals 1600 Series
For the value-oriented customer
•• Straightforward access to common telephony features
•• Cost-effective price point
•• Reliable

1, 3 or 4 lines backlit
display

Fixed feature keys for
common tasks

Full duplex
speakerphone

PoE support

Except 1603-I: 2-way
speakerphone

Message waiting
indicator

Suitable for office workers:
1603SW-i/1603-i

1603-I and 1603SW-I
require a PoE adaptor

POE adaptor
required
No headset port

Wall mountable

Integrated headset
jack

SIP protocol support

Except 1603-I

1603SW-I only

Suitable for receptionists:
1608-i

3, 8 or 16 line
appearance/feature
keys with dual LEDs
for clear status
indication to the user

1616-i

Nortel 1100 and 1200 series IP Phones
although EoS can be supported on IP Office.
Provides ideal strategy for legacy migration.

32 button module
available
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IP Terminals 9600 Series
For more advanced communication needs
•• Competitively-priced yet high-performance
•• Promoting productivity gains and collaboration

Suitable for office workers:
9608G

9611G

Full colour backlit display
Except 9608G - grey-scale

No USB port

Support for button module

Full duplex speakerphone

Up to 3 – BM12 and/or SBM24

Message waiting indicator

Wall mountable

Fixed feature keys for
common tasks

Headset support (may
require adaptor)

PoE support
8 x programmable
feature buttons

Multiple language support

H.323 + SIP

Class 1 or 2 depending on model

Hearing aid compatible

Soft keys

USB port

•• 4 soft keys for and 9608G
and 9611G
•• 0-5 soft keys for 9641GS

Except 9608G

Suitable for receptionists:

Bluetooth Touch screen
enabled

9641GS
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E129 SIP deskphone

Digital Terminals 1400 Series

Ideally suited to the replacement of aging
analogue / digital phones

For the value-oriented
customer

•• Very attractive price point
•• Ideal for entry-level
communications
•• Ideal for use as a locationbased phone – e.g. lobbies,
break-out areas, warehouses,
classrooms and retail spaces

•• Straightforward access
to common telephony
features
•• Cost-effective price point
•• Reliable

Monochrome 3-line display
Full duplex speakerphone
Message waiting indicator

1,3 or 4 lines backlit display
Two-way speakerphone
Message waiting indicator
Fixed feature keys for common tasks
3, 8 or 16 line appearance/feature keys
with dual LEDs for clear status indication
Wall mountable

Suitable for office workers:

Integrated headset jack (except 1403)
1403
No headset port

PoE support (class 1)

Suitable for receptionists:

3 soft keys
Headset support (requires connector)

32 button module
available

Dual 10/100 Ethernet ports
Multiple language support

1408
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Digital Terminals 9500 Series
For more advanced communication needs

Suitable for office workers:

•• Competitively-priced yet high-performance
•• Promoting productivity gains and collaboration

9504

Black and white LCD backlit
display
Two-way / full duplex
speakerphone

Nortel 1100 and 1200 series although EoS can be
supported on IP Office. Provides ideal strategy for
legacy migration.

4 soft keys
Fixed feature keys for common
tasks
Support for button module

Message waiting indicator

Up to 3 – BM12

Wall mountable
9508

Suitable for receptionists:
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B100 audio conference phones
For hands-free conference calls with crystal clear voice quality

B149
< 10 people

OmniSound 2.0
Analogue connection
Except B179 (SIP)

SD-memory card to record your meetings
and conference calls
Omni-directional microphone
Optional expansion microphones

B179
> 10 people

B159
> 10 people
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Wireless telephony
DECT?

D100 SIP DECT

•• Own protected frequency band (no interference)
•• Easier to scale and secure
•• Higher voice quality, more robust voice solution
•• Lower-cost installation and handsets
•• Significantly longer standby/talk time

•• Wireless solution utilising DECT 6.0 technology to provide high quality voice
communication
•• Can be expanded with repeaters to cover larger areas without the need for
additional wiring
•• Entirely managed through IP Office Manager
•• Plug-and-Play installation
•• Supports advanced features such as Busy Lamp Field, Message Waiting Indicator,
programmable buttons and hot-desking

or
Wi-Fi?

Up to four repeaters can be linked
with a single base station

•• Can use existing data infrastructure
•• Only one network to install and maintain
•• Broader handset choice
•• Push-to-talk available
•• Richer application support

VoIP ready?

Existing WLAN
network?

Cost-benefit analysis of installing
DECT vs expanding WLAN

WLAN

No

100-350 ft indoor
- 700 ft in open
field

Increases coverage in hard-to-reach areas without
installing a complex, multi-cell wireless system

WLAN (36XX)
Yes

Radio coverage:

Single Voice &
Data network?
DECT

Supports up to 4x D100
base stations

D100 Repeater

D100 Base Station

Avaya IP Office 500v2

Each D100 Base Station supports up to 8x D160 handsets

D160 Handset

PoE - alternatively PoE injectors (SPPOE-1A)
Radio coverage: 100-350 ft indoor - 700 ft in open field
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D160 handset

2 x 24 display
4 soft keys:

6 hours of talk time and 7
days of stand-by time
Comes with:
•• D160 Handset for EMEA DECT
•• Belt Clip
•• Charger
•• Battery
•• Charger Power Supply (with
international plug adaptors)

•• Account Code Entry
•• Automatic Callback
•• Automatic Intercom Dial voice call
•• Button Programming
•• Call Forward
•• Call Log
•• Call Pickup Any
•• Call Park

•• Call Record
•• Conference
•• Conference Meet Me
•• Directed Call Pickup
•• Do Not Disturb
•• Extension Login/Logout
•• Follow Me Here/To
•• Forward All

•• Group Page
•• Group Pickup
•• Private Call
•• Relay On/Pulse
•• Remote Park
•• Retrieve Call
•• Stamp Log
•• Twinning

8 programmable function keys:
•• Automatic Intercom
- Dial voice call
•• Call Pickup Any
•• Call Park
•• Call Record
•• Conference Meet Me
•• Directed Call Pickup

•• Do Not Disturb
•• Extension Login/Logout
•• Follow Me Here/To
•• Forward All
•• Group Page
•• Group Pickup
•• Private Call

•• Relay On/Pulse
•• Remote Park
•• Retrieve Call
•• Stamp Log
•• Twinning
•• Voicemail
+ BLF and Speed Dial
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IP DECT

•• Delivers secure, high-quality wireless voice communications to
mobile employees within a building or across a campus.
•• Lightweight wireless handsets and associated radio base stations
•• Tried and trusted standards-based scalable technology
•• Particularly useful for those needing to maintain separation
between voice and data wireless networks

DECT R4 Capacities
Maximum handsets
Max base stations if master server is on a standard RBS
Max base stations if master server is on a compact RBS
Total base stations/compact base stations
Total number of compact base stations
Maximum simultaneous calls

384
128
5
128
5
100*

3720 and 3740 terminals
Black and white display

2.5mm headset connection

Half-duplex speaker phone

Multiple language support

Graphical user interface

Talk time: 16 hours

4-way navigation key

•• Standby time: 180 hours
•• Charge time: Less than 4 hours

3720 DECT
Handset

*May be limited by the available VCM voice compression channels for calls to non-IP destinations.
Does not support redundancy option.

Supported on all DECT R4 handsets, IP base stations (compact and regular) and
IP DECT gateways, DECT R4 resiliency can be achieved for all DECT R4 deployment:

3745 IP DECT Phone

+

Extremely shock-resistant
and scratch proof

+

Liquid and dust protected

+

Operating temperature:
-10°C to +55°C

+
+

Colour display

Avaya IP Office

Primary IP Office

Redundant IP Office

Standby Master Base Station
(Mirror #2)

IP Office line

Primary Trunk
Master Base Station
(Mirror #1)

Set-up with IP DECT with
standby (two mirrors)

Master Base Station

Slave Base Stations
used for radio coverage

Secondary Trunk
Slave Base Stations
used for radio coverage

Bluetooth

Set-up with IP DECT and
redundant IP Office
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IP DECT gateway

3725 and 3749 terminals
Full colour display

Multi-function button

Half-duplex speaker phone

Text message support
(need aiws server)

Supports up
to 2 IP DECT
Gateways

Over-the-air
synchronisation
master

Same housing &
mounting options
Remote power
feeding via
UPN-ports

Graphical user interface
Multiple language
support

5-way navigation key

IP Basestation

Talk time: 20 hours (13
with Bluetooth headset)

Bluetooth headset
compatible
Liquid & dust protected

Standby time: 120 hours

Supports the
same DECT
phones as the
IP DECT R4
solution

IP Office

Digital
Basestation

Rackmount
Charger

Up to 16
connections

IP DECT Gateway

Intranet

Avaya Inbuilding
Wireless Server
(AIWS)

Can act as
additional radios

Digital Basestation
(4-wire cabling)

Advanced
Charger

3725 Dect
Terminal

Provision of the same
AIWS functions as
with a pure IP DECT R4
deployment
Seamless roaming and
handover

3749 DECT R4 Terminal
Application server module for DECT R4 solution

+

Intrinsically safe - ATEX and IECEX
for Gas: II 2G Eex ib IIC T4

+

Dust: II 3D Ex ibD 22

•• Runs applications such as messaging, central phonebook, LDAP directory
access, centralised device management and OAP interface provision
•• Several variants available
•• Fully installed and pre-loaded with licences
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Spectralink
Spectralink* - DevConnect certified wireless handsets
*available directly from Westcon

Spectralink is a global leader in wireless telephony solutions for the workplace. Office-based employees can roam freely throughout the
workplace without sacrificing voice clarity and data coverage, resulting in improved customer service.
Spectralink have completed Avaya DevConnect testing for a variety of their wireless handsets, ensuring all Spectralink solutions are Avaya-Ready. Their mobile
communication solutions are targeted to a wide range of sectors – including healthcare, retail, warehousing and manufacturing.

Improved mobility

Direct interoperability

In turn helps improve productivity, communication responsiveness and
efficiency for mobile workers

Eliminates the need for an additional gateway required by competitive
solutions to reduce complexity and cost

Customised

Increased ROI

Mix industry-customised wireless handsets to meet the individual need of
each employee

Reduce administration costs, reduce downtime and increase productivity

Tested and qualified
Full integration with Avaya Aura and IP Office

!

Streamlined administration
By enabling the IT department to centrally administer, modify and control
the entire solution

Please note a 3rd party IP endpoint licence is required when connecting these devices to IP Office.
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WIFI: Spectralink 8000 portfolio
The enterprise-grade Voice over Wi-Fi solution (2.4 GHz or 5GHz).
The Spectralink 8000 series Wi-Fi phones integrate with wireless access points from third party vendors who participate in the Spectralink VIEW (Voice Interoperability for
Enterprise Wireless) Programme, such as Avaya.

Spectralink 84-Series

Spectralink Pivot (87-Series)

•• Full duplex speakerphone, wideband audio and noise-canceling mic
•• 802.11a/b/g/n Wi-Fi support for any VIEW supported WLAN
•• Reinforced magnesium cage design
•• Color display including 4 icons and a micro web browser
•• Integrated push-to-talk
•• Soft keys and navigation cluster
•• 1000 Names Personal Directory
•• Rubberised over molding
•• Bluetooth or wired headset support with integrated mute and
hookswitch control
•• Snap-in integrated battery pack for 24/7 usage
•• Also available, on the Spectralink 8452/8453 is an integrated 1D &
2D barcode scanner for data input applications

•• Patent-pending ergonomic grip
•• Resistant to dust, shock and liquids
•• 802.11a/b/g/n
•• HD voice and integrated full duplex speakerphone
•• 3.5 mm 4-conductor stereo headset connector
•• 800 x 480 pixel glass touchscreen
•• Micro USB interface
•• Android-based
•• Personal safety features, including dedicated panic button
and ‘man down’ capability
•• Up to 8 hours talk time

+

PIVOT:S with slim design
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DECT: Spectralink 7000 portfolio
Cost-effective, feature-rich DECT wireless solution (1.8 GHz or 9GHz)

Spectralink Butterfly Series

Spectralink 72-Series

For office environments

Robust and feature-rich

Most important features
and functionalities within
basic voice and messaging

Extended battery life and
quick recharging

Best-in-class grip

Spectralink 76-Series

For manufacturing and
personal safety
Automatic alarms
Man down, no movement and running detector

Ruggedised and durable

Spectralink 75-Series

Customisable with thirdparty apps

Spectralink 77-Series

Ruggedised, application-enabled
handsets for healthcare
Ideal for personnel within psychiatry, where personal safety
might be at risk

Dust protected, resistant to splashing
water, vibrations and shocks

For mobile workers in
administrative environments
Large colour display
Intuitive menu structure

Spectralink 7000 Site Survey handset

For the deployment
and maintenance of
Spectralink wireless
solutions
Automatic alarms
Man down, no movement and
running detector

Disinfectant-resistant
Membrane keypad for easy cleaning

Ruggedised and
durable
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Headsets and speakerphones
Headsets & speakerphones
The successful deployment of headsets can have an impact on the adoption of UC within an organisation. Key to positioning the
correct headset is to understand the job function and working behaviour of the individual – one device does not fit all!
Headsets are often perceived as fairly straightforward. However, they have a massive impact on the user-experience, which directly impact business performance:
productivity may be compromised do to ergonomic challenges or customer service issues may arise due to poor sound quality.
Headsets are quickly becoming an integral part of a worker’s communication device set. Whether in the car, working from home or roaming the office, a headset is the
single most important device that facilitates efficient communications with colleagues, customers and suppliers.

What headset? Top questions to ask:
Do you work at a desk?

Do you speak to colleagues during calls?

Do you take a high volume of calls?

Do you need to roam the office?

Do you need ‘hands-free’ access to
applications and documents or make
notes while on a call?

Do you work remotely?

Do you use multiple communication
devices (laptop, mobile phone, tablet)?

Do you break the law by using your phone
whilst driving?

Do you work in a noisy environment?
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How to use the headset section of this guide?
Vendor

Product Name
•• Feature 1
•• Feature 2
•• Feature 3
•• Etc.

USB
Industry standard connection enabling a headset to connect and get
power directly from any computer. Delivers a digital audio signal into the
headset, eliminating interference and maximising voice clarity. Possibly requires an
adapter cable.

DECT

Mono
or Duo
HD Voice

Large leatherette
Ear cushions
Call Control
(USB Only)

Digital communication standard for cordless phone systems, allowing
for interference-free wireless operation to around 100m outdoors (less
indoors when separated by walls). Low power usage allowing for several hours of
talk time and considerable standby time.

Bluetooth
Wireless technology standard for exchanging data over short distances
from fixed and mobile devices, creating personal area networks with
high levels of security. Can be used to connect headsets with phones, tablets and
computers (either through built-in Bluetooth or USB receiver).

Connects to a phone
Possibly requires an adapter cable (depending on vendor).
General
commuting

Travelling
by car

Home
Working

Call
Centre

Office
Desk

Office
(Roaming)

Noise cancellation
Reduces disturbing background noise such as
traffic, wind or surrounding conversations.

8
Talk Time
(in hours)

150
Wireless Range
(in metres)
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Best audio devices to recommend

Flexible worker (Power User)

Stealth UC

Mobile worker

Evolve 65

Stealth UC
Speak 510

Voyager Edge UC

Presence UC

Voyager Focus

SP 20

Voyager Edge UC

Presence UC
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Best audio devices to recommend

Home worker

BIZ 2300 USB

Desk-bound office workers
and call centre agents

Speak 510

BIZ 2300 Series
depending
on variant

Blackwire Series

Calisto Series
Savi 700 Series

BIZ 2400 Series
depending
on variant

EncorePro Series
depending
on variant

SP 10 / SP 20

SC 630/660 USB CTRL

SC 630/660

SH Series

depending
on variant
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Best audio devices to recommend

Office worker (roaming)

Motion Office

Savi 700 Series

DW Series
depending
on variant
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Jabra
BIZ 2400 Series

•• Designed to improve
concentration and
conversations
•• Premium noise-cancellation
eliminates unwanted
background noise in an noisy
environment
•• Connects easily to a PC via
the USB-based control unit
•• Intuitive controller with large
buttons and LED indicators
to pick up/end calls, control
volume or mute
•• Made for both music and voice

•• Connects to a desk
phone
•• Great comfort for all day
use
Surgical steel
Mono or Duo
3 wearing styles
•• Surgical steel parts
and a Kevlar-reinforced
Neodymium
cord provide maximum
speakers
strength
•• Superior sound with HD
360° boom-arm
Kevlar-reinforced cord
Voice and neodymium
speakers to ensure clarity
of conversations
•• 360° boom-arm rotation
for enhanced durability
is made possible by gold
contacts that also deliver
optimal sound quality
•• Hearing protection with Jabra SafeTone
•• Choice of Mono or Duo speaker options to suit your working environment
and job role
•• Choice of 3 wearing styles for the perfect fit and all-day comfort

active noise cancellation

Busy light

Variant dependant features:

depending
on variant

•• Connects to a smartphone/tablet via the 3.5 mm jack (Evolve 40 & 80)
•• NFC technology & Bluetooth – 30 meter/100 feet wireless freedom
(Evolve 65 UC)
•• Active noise cancellation to eliminate unwanted low frequency
background noise at the touch of a button (Evolve 80)
•• Busy light indicating to co-workers that you are on a call (Evolve 40, 65
& 80)

depending
on variant

Evolve Series
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BIZ 2300 Series

UC Voice Series

•• Connects to desk phones
•• HD Voice/Wideband speaker performance and best-in-class noise cancellation
•• Light-weight yet durable construction
•• Built to withstand any punishment a high-performing contact centre can give
•• Kevlar reinforced cord
•• Comfortable all day long
•• Hearing protection with Jabra SafeTone

•• Connects to a softphone for UC and VoIP
calls
•• Plug-and-play USB connectivity
•• Superior sound with HD Voice to ensure
clarity of conversations
•• Noise-cancelling microphone filters
unwanted background noise for clearer
calls and less repetition
•• Jabra PeakStop protects hearing from
sudden sound spikes to provide safety on
calls
•• Fast user adoption driven by ease of use
due to inline call-control unit attached to
the cord
•• Padded headband provides user comfort
and allows for all day-wear
•• All versions as Mono or Duo options
(UC Voice 250 Mono only)

mono or duo
variants

noise cancelling
microphone

UC Voice 150

UC Voice 250

Mono or Duo
3 wearing styles

Flexible boom

Mute / Answer
End / Vol

UC Voice 550

depending
on variant

360˚ degree rotating
break-proof boom-arm

UC Voice 750
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PRO 900 Series

PRO 9450

•• Deskphone (Jabra PRO 920)
or softphone / UC platform (Jabra PRO 930) options available
•• Lightweight, simple and intuitive design
•• Superior sound with HD Voice to
ensure clarity of conversations
•• Superior hearing protection with
Lightweight
and simple
Jabra SafeTone, to provide safety
when on calls and comply with
Control of Noise at Work
•• Fast charge:
50% charge in 50 minutes
•• 8 hours talk time (PRO 920)
6 hours talk time (PRO 930)
•• On-device call control and volume
levels for ease of use when away
from the base unit
•• Choice of wearing styles:
headband, earhook or neck band

•• Connects to a desk phone,
Adjustable headband
softphone or mobile phone
•• Superior sound with HD
Voice to ensure clarity of
Mono or duo
conversations
•• Superior hearing protection
with Jabra SafeTone, to
provide safety when on
calls and comply with
Control of Noise at Work
•• Control every phone from
Up to 4 headsets
one touch pad and can
connected to base
answer any call from the
Control every phone
same headset
•• Wearing styles:
fully adjustable headband,
ear hook, or over the ear.
•• Up to 4 headsets can be joined to one base at the same time for
conferencing call purposes
•• Supports Electronic Hook Switch, making it possible to answer/end calls to
a desktop phone directly from the device
•• Charges in 120 minutes
•• Standby up to 38 hours

Earhook or
headband

depending
on variant

120m range

8

120

10

135
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Motion UC

•• Connects to a desk phone,
Adjustable headband
softphone or mobile phone
•• Superior sound with HD Voice to
ensure clarity of conversations
•• Microphones with Noise Blackout
have an aggressive noise filter
Mono or Duo
coupled with two microphones
utilizing Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) software to remove noise
•• Superior hearing protection with
Up to 4 headsets
Jabra SafeTone, to provide safety
connected to base
when on calls and comply with
Control every phone
Control of Noise at Work
•• Control every phone from one
touch screen and can answer any
call from the same headset
•• Wearing styles:
fully adjustable headband, ear hook, or over the ear.
•• Up to 4 headsets can be joined to one base at the same time for
conferencing call purposes
•• Charges in 120 minutes
•• Standby up to 38 hours

•• Superior sound with HD Voice to ensure
clarity of conversations
Height
adjustable
•• Noise-cancelling microphone technology
filters out background noise for clearer
calls and less repetition
•• Superior hearing protection with Jabra
Stream
SafeTone, to provide safety when on calls
music or
GPS
and comply with Control of Noise at Work
•• Wind noise protection for clear calls
outdoors
•• Up to 7 hours talk-time and 15 days
standby
•• Height adjustable and rotatable speaker
house for custom fit and comfort
•• Power Save mode saves battery when not
in use to avoid constant charging
•• Stream music, podcasts and GPS directions with A2DP
•• Choose between soft travel pouch variant, (Jabra MOTION UC) or hard
case variant, (Jabra MOTION UC+), which converts to desk charging dock

9470
only

PRO 9460 / 9470

8

150

7

100
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Stealth and Stealth UC

Motion Office

•• Bluetooth mono headset
•• Works with any Bluetooth-enabled device
•• Smartphone voice control button (activate Siri and Google Now by tapping
a dedicated button directly on the headset)
•• Noise blackout & HD voice (network dependant)
•• Lightweight design comfortable eargels
•• Very light and discrete
•• NFC pairing
•• Stream music, podcasts and GPS directions wirelessly from a bluetoothenabled phone
•• Transfer calls from a softphone to a smartphone
(Stealth UC only)

•• One headset for all types of phone
with easy and intuitive call control
•• Superior sound with HD Voice to
Height adjustable
ensure clarity of conversations
•• Noise-cancelling microphone
technology filters out background
Stream music or GPS
noise for clearer calls and less
repetition
•• Superior hearing protection with
Connect deskphones
via base
Jabra SafeTone, to provide safety
when on calls and comply with
Control of Noise at Work
•• Wind noise protection for clear
calls outdoors
•• Up to 7 hours talk-time
and 15 days standby
•• Height adjustable and rotatable speaker house for custom fit and comfort
•• The ‘Power Save’ mode (activated if motionless for long enough) saves
battery when not in use to avoid constant charging

Jabra Stealth

Stealth UC
only

Jabra Stealth UC

6

30

100
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Speak 810

Speak 510

•• 6 intelligent directional microphones that focus on human voice (and not
noise) providing optimal coverage for up to 15 attendees in the same
meeting room
•• Powerful speaker for mid-size meeting rooms
•• Flexible connectivity options for smart devices and laptops:
–– NCF zone
–– Bluetooth for mobile phones and tablets
(remembers up to 900 paired devices)
–– 3.5 mm jack cable to connect to a mobile phone or tablet
–– USB cable (for PC or Mac)
•• USB charge out port to charge your mobile phone or tablet during calls
•• Compact and lightweight design
•• Powered by AC Adapter

HD Voice
•• Connects to a softphone,
360° microphone
smartphone, tablet or headset
–– Plug-and-play USB connectivity, no
drivers to install
–– Also connects wirelessly to tablets
and smartphones via Bluetooth
•• Ideal for one-to-one and small-group
conference calls
•• Superior sound with HD Voice to
USB or wireless connection
ensure clarity of conversations
•• 360° microphone picks up sound
anywhere within the room
Dongle included
with 510+
•• Up to 100m of wireless freedom
allows for productivity when on calls
•• Slim and compact design with a
travel case included, for portability when on the move
•• User-friendly call controls for ease of use
•• Just add a headset for private calls, if required
•• Up to 15 hours talk-time

Intuive call controls
and LED indicators

NFC zone
and 3.5mm jack

Bluetooth up
to 30m

15

100
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Speak 410
•• Connects to a softphone
•• Ideal for one-to-one and small-group conference calls
•• Superior sound with HD Voice to ensure clarity of conversations
•• 360° microphone picks up sound anywhere within the room
•• Slim and compact design with a travel case included, for portability
when on the move
•• User-friendly call controls for ease of use
•• Just add a headset for private calls, if required
•• Plug-and-play USB connectivity, no drivers to install

HD Voice

360° microphone
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Plantronics
Encore Pro Series

Blackwire 300 Series

•• Noise-cancelling microphone
•• Premium wideband audio
•• Tuned frequency response to enhance intelligibility
•• SoundGuard technology to provide protection against audio spikes
•• CI ready headsets help automate routine tasks such as locking the screen
•• QuickDisconnect allows users to easily move away from their workspaces
without removing their headsets
•• Proprietary materials and polymer to improve durability and provide
resistance to tearing and scratches

•• Intuitive, inline controls to
Lightweight metal
headband
answer/end, mute and control
the volume of PC calls
•• Smartly-placed indicator lights
and helpful audio alerts for
call, mute and volume status
Mono or Hi-Fi Stereo
•• Simple plug-and-play USB
connectivity
•• Lightweight metal headband
DSP for enhanced
sound
offering durability and a
customisable, comfortable fit
•• Convenient wearing styles:
hi-fi stereo or monaural design
•• Wideband delivers heightened
Inline controls
speech clarity, providing the
best possible PC audio quality
•• Dynamic EQ feature
automatically adjusting audio for voice or multimedia
•• Noise-cancelling microphone to reduce background noise
•• Enhanced digital signal processing (DSP) providing more natural-sounding
voice

two bendable earloops to
ensure a great fit

HW510 (mono)
HW520 (duo)
HW530

HW710 (mono
HW540

HW720 (duo)

behind the ear

behind the head

Seven degrees of
adjustability

Exclusive extending
microphone boom

depending
on variant

Intuitive C
clip design
providing
quick and
easy wearing
style changes
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Blackwire 435

Blackwire 500 Series

•• Modular design giving users a
choice of mono or stereo audio
options and wearing styles
•• Low profile design
•• Durable, portable design that
easily tucks into a travel case
Mono
•• Call controls at your fingertips:
or Duo
call answer/end, mute, volume
•• Noise-cancelling microphone to
reduce background noise
•• Wideband delivering
Inline controls
heightened speech clarity,
providing the best possible PC audio quality
•• Unparalleled call clarity, dynamic EQ stereo to adjust automatically for voice
and multimedia
•• Enhanced Digital Signal Processing (DSP) providing more natural sounding
voice

•• Smart Sensor technology:
–– knows whether to send calls to
mobile phone or headset
–– put the headset on to answer a call
•• Mono (Blackwire 510)
or Duo (Blackwire 520)
•• Wideband for best PC audio
telephony
•• Dynamic EQ stereo automatically
adjusts for voice and multimedia
•• Noise-cancelling microphone filtering
out background noise
•• Enhanced digital signal processing
(DSP) technology provides more natural
voice sound
•• SoundGuard technology to provide
protection against audio spikes
•• Folds flat and tucks into carrying case
for use on the go
•• Call controls at your fingertips: call
answer/end, mute, volume
•• Connection to a desk phone via
MDA200 accessory

Ultra-soft leatherette
ear cushions

DSP for
enhanced
sound

Inline controls

Folds flat
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Blackwire 710/720

Blackwire 725

•• Versatile UC headset that offers
high-quality PC audio and seamless
Bluetooth connectivity to mobile
phones and tablets
•• Smart Sensor technology (answer calls
by placing the headset on the head)
•• PC wideband, noise-cancelling
microphone and hi-fi stereo sound
(720)
•• Media streaming from a mobile
device (A2DP)
•• Dynamic EQ automatically optimising
sound quality
•• Detachable cable and integrated
clothing clip providing in-office
mobility
•• Call control across multiple
softphones
•• Battery meter in PC icon tray
conveniently displaying headset
battery life remaining
•• UC presence automatically updated
when on a call; not only on PC
calls, but also when on mobile calls
(currently Microsoft Lync and Skype
for Business)

Durable,
metal headband

Lights let
colleagues
know when
you are on
a call

Ultra-soft
ear cushions

•• Premium USB headset designed to block out the distractions of noisy
environments
•• Dual ear wearing style for richer, more immersive audio
•• Active Noise Cancelling (ANC) technology, wideband audio and Digital
Signal Processing (DSP)
•• Smart sensor technology (answer calls by placing the headset on the head)
•• SoundGuard: Sound leveling for listening comfort and acoustic limiting for
protection against sounds above 118 dBA
•• Ear cushions fold flat so that the headset can be stored easily in a carrying
case (included)
Cushioned metal
headband

Detachable
USB cable
Inline controls

Folding ear cushions

Inline indicator lights

Fold flat for
easy storage

10

10
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Savi Go

Savi 430

•• One-touch multifunction call control for call answer/end/volume/mute
•• Seamlessly switch between calls on your mobile phone and PC
•• Wideband audio
•• In-use indicator light
•• Extended boom with noise-cancelling microphone for clearer calls
•• Convertible wearing styles (over-the-head or easy-fit ear loop) for
customisable comfort and fit
•• UC presence automatically updated when on a call

•• DECT technology builtin to the USB adapter with
180° articulation for optimal
positioning and storage
•• Excellent battery life with
adaptive power usage for
extended talk time
•• Call controls, including remote
call answer/end with supported
softphones
•• Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
Conference three Savi headsets
providing more natural voice
sound
•• Advanced wideband audio using
*CAT-iq technology for high definition voice quality
•• SoundGuard technology mitigating audio spikes
•• Conference in up to three additional Savi headsets on a call
•• Noise-cancelling microphone filtering out background noise
•• UC presence automatically updated when on a call

Convertible wearing styles

DECT technology
in the USB adapter

Buttons lights when in use

6
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7

120
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Savi W440

Savi 700 Series

•• Convertible DECT wireless headset system for mobile centric professionals
using PC softphones and multimedia
•• Light DECT headset weighing only 22g
•• Ear loop, neckband or headband wearing styles
•• Intuitive buttons for simple volume adjustment, dedicated mute functionality
and call answer / end
•• Easy magnetic docking to ensure headset is properly docked and charging
•• UC presence automatically updated when on a call
•• Unlimited talk time* using hot swappable batteries

•• Connects to a desk phone, softphone or mobile phone
•• Automatically routes mobile calls to the mobile phone or headset
•• Transfers audio between headset and mobile phone with a press of a
button to take the mobile call out of the office
•• Headset answer/end/mute/flash control across multiple softphones
•• UC presence automatically updated when on a mobile or desk phone call
•• Battery meter in PC icon tray conveniently displaying headset battery life
remaining
•• Talk time:
–– W710, W720 - up to 9 hours
Desk phone talk
Mobile Talk
–– W730 - up to 6 hours
Softphone Talk
–– W740 - up to 7 hours
–– W745 - unlimited*

Dect built into
USB Adatper
Over-the-ear

W745

Over-the-head
Only 22g

Hot swappable batteries

Convertible

W710/720

W730

Variety of wearing styles

7*

120

*6-9

120
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Voyager Edge / Edge UC

Voyager Focus

•• Slim, lightweight design
•• Charging case included
•• Three precisely tuned microphones and enhanced noise canceling
•• Minimises noise caused by wind, movement and background sounds
•• The responsive smart sensor technology redirects calls to a phone, pauses
music for incoming calls, and automatically answers calls as the headset is
place on the ear
•• Moisture resistant
•• NFC pairing

•• Works seamlessly across
laptops, bluetooth-enabled
desk phones, mobile phones
and tablets
•• Active noise cancelling
technology helping block out
distracting sound
•• Smart sensor technology
using contextual intelligence
(e.g. simply mute and unmute
the headset by taking it off
and putting it back on)
•• ‘Dynamic Mute Alert’ senses
and alerts users when they
talk when muted
•• Great for music: rich bass,
crisp highs and natural midtones in superior stereo
•• Enhanced voice alerts
announce caller ID, mute and
connection status, talk time
level
•• Included carrying case for
headset, USB adapter and
charging cable

Voyager EDGE UC

Swipe your finger over the
icons to see the battery
status indicator

3 precision-tuned mics

Intuitive controls

Magnetic desktop
charging stand

USB Bluetooth miniadapter with mute
indicator

Edge UC
only

Voyager EDGE

Leatherette ear cushions and
cushioned metal headband

16

10

12

30
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Calisto 240

Calisto 600 Series

•• Ideal for PC telephony users who
are in the office or on-the-road and
prefer a familiar phone interface
•• An easy-to use-dial pad and call
answer/end, volume and mute
controls
•• LCD screen for easy call ID viewing
and menu navigation
•• Wideband and noise-cancelling
microphone
•• Built-in, full duplex personal
speakerphone offering a high quality
audio experience and hands-free
convenience
•• Slim, portable design easily fitting
into a laptop bag
•• Powered by USB, no batteries required
•• Includes protective carrying pouch

•• Corded USB speakerphone for
plug-and-play conferencing
convenience
•• 360° room coverage
•• Single-touch controls including
call answer/end, volume adjust
and mute
•• Compatible with a Kensington
style lock feature
•• Ideal for team calls in small
and medium-sized work areas
•• Compact and portable
•• Soft carrying case included

Slim, portable design

Familiar phone
interface
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Sennheiser
DW Pro 1 and 2

DW Office

•• Crafted for comfort
•• High comfort wearing style with perfect
adjustment for the ear
•• Intuitive user interface:
Mute microphone and adjust volume
•• Full workday talk time:
–– 8 hours in wideband sound mode
–– 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
•• Intelligent fast charging:
50% in 20 minutes gives 4 hours talk time
•• Long distance wireless range:
–– Up to 55m in a typical office building
–– Up to 180m in line of sight
•• ActiveGard technology protects against
acoustic shock and sudden sound surges
•• Desk phone & softphone – switch from one
communication channel to the other with one
touch on the base station
•• Intuitive pairing
•• GAP compatible (headset)

12

55

Ultra noise-cancelling
microphone

DW Pro 1
Fast charging
50% in 20 mins

DW Pro 2

•• Full workday talk time:
–– 8 hours in wideband sound mode
–– 12 hours in narrowband sound mode
•• Intelligent fast charging:
50% in 20 minutes gives 4 hours talk time
•• Long distance wireless range:
–– Up to 55m in a typical office building
–– Up to 180m in line of sight
•• ActiveGard technology protects against
acoustic shock and sudden sound surges
•• Noise-cancelling microphone
•• Desk phone & softphone – switch from one
communication channel to the other with
one touch on the base station
•• Intuitive pairing
•• GAP compatible
•• Mechanical handset lifter accessory HSL 10
available
•• EU/AU limit through DIP-switch
•• Nameplate for headset personalisation

12

Fast charging - 50% in 20 mins

55
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CIRCLE™ Series - SC 230/260 Series

Presence UC

Robust metal headband
•• Best-in-class comfort – CircleFlex
patent-pending dual-hinge ear cup
system that adapts seamlessly to the
ears, for instant perfect fit and relaxed
all-day wearing
•• Noise-canceling microphone – filters
out ambient noise for optimum
speech clarity
Mono (SC 230)
or Duo (SC 260)
•• Sennheiser HD Voice Clarity with
wideband sound
•• Unique robust construction
•• Single-sided wearing style – numbered
Pivotable boom
headband grooves for step-by-step
adjustment for instant perfect fit
•• Bendable boom arm – ensures
microphone position is always optimal
•• Pivotable boom – rotates through 350 degrees for wearing flexibility on
right or left ear and precision microphone placement
•• Name tag personalisation
•• ActiveGard technology protects from acoustic shock and sudden sound
surges

•• WindSafe technology reduces wind noise
•• Smart sensors enable the headset to automatically adapt to environmental
differences to provide you with HD sound while reproducing your voice
clearly for the listener
•• ActiveGard technology protects from acoustic shock and sudden sound
surges
•• Seamlessly switch between softphone and mobile calls
•• Comes with a carrying case for the headset, dongle and USB charging cable

Three digital
microphone system

depending
on variant

Slide open the boom arm
to answer / end calls

10

25
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SH Series

CC Series

•• Sennheiser Voice Clarity: wideband sound for a more natural experience
•• Ultra noise cancelling microphone filtering out ambient sounds for clearer
speech
•• Precision positioning: 300° adjustable microphone boom for personalised
mic placement and wearing flexibility on right or left side
•• Headband adjustable on both sides for balanced fit
•• ActiveGard technology protects against acoustic shock and sudden
sound surges

•• Sennheiser Voice Clarity: wideband sound for a more natural experience
•• Ultra noise cancelling microphone filtering out ambient sounds for clearer
speech
•• Precision positioning: 300° adjustable microphone boom for personalised
mic placement and wearing flexibility on right or left side
•• Extra comfort with generous padding on the headband and earpad(s)
•• ActiveGard technology protects against acoustic shock and sudden
sound surges

mono or duo
variants

mono or duo
variants
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Century™ Series - SC 630/660

SP 10 / SP 20

•• Premium designed headset optimised for flexibility
•• Sennheiser voice clarity
•• Optimum speech clarity through noise cancelling microphone
•• ActiveGard acoustic shock protection
•• Built-in call control unit for quality-conscious contact center, office and UC
professionals
•• 90° foldable brushed aluminum ear cups
•• Large leatherette ear pads for perfect wearing comfort

•• Sennheiser’s renowned high
definition audio quality in a
stylish, low profile speakerphone
with an eye-catching design
•• Sennheiser voice clarity, echo
cancellation and dual talk
function to ensure a cleaner
sound and a more natural
conversation flow
•• USB cable to PC
•• 3.5 mm jack plug to mobile
phone or tablet (SP 20 only)
•• Easy to use, clear microphone
mute button, call and volume
controls
•• Practical and convenient cable
management system
•• Tailored carry pouch included
•• Sound-enhancement profile for
music
•• Reddot award 2014 and IF
product design award 2014

Intuitive controls

USB connection for
highest audio quality

SP 20 ML includes 3.5mm
Jack for mobiles

depending
on variant

mono or duo
variants

Stylish metal design
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Management
System Status Application - SSA
Diagnostic tool for system managers and administrators to monitor and check the status of IP Office systems.
Real-time call status information
Real-time view of system resource such as VCM or VM ports
QoS info for IP trunks (SCN, H.323, SIP)
Complements SNMP and email alarms
Event traces per call/trunk/extension
Replaces ‘Call Status’ application and complements
Monitor application
Alarms, trunk utilisation and error histories
Alarms stored in IP Office
No need for local PC

Included as standard
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IP Office Web Manager
Intuitive and user-friendly browser-based management tool designed to simplify installation and maintenance processes for IP Office.

Ignition process (primary, secondary, exp)
Add nodes
Import users and synchronise them using LDAP
End-user self-administration
VM Pro system preference management
Web RTC configuration
Back-up, restore, upgrade
Client launch without login for:
•• Manager
•• VM Pro
•• one-X admin
•• SSA
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Avaya Video
Conference room systems
Scopia HD (high definition) video conferencing room systems incorporate the latest state-of-the-art video technology with capabilities
mandatory for today’s room system deployments.

10

Scopia XT5000 with IP Office

Scopia XT5000

•• Highly secure
business quality
video
•• Works with room
systems
•• Robust mobile client
capabilities
•• Incremental revenue via expanded, high-margin UC offer
•• Quick & easy to sell, install and service
•• Re-energise your customer base with an upgrade trigger

•• Intuitive and easy-to-use
•• Enhanced with Scopia Control for Apple iPad
•• Second video stream (additional camera or data sharing)

PTZ camera
•• Dual 1080p/60fps live video and content
•• 10x optical zoom (40x digital)
•• Wide-angle capability (for details or entire group)

CD-quality, 20 kHz audio
•• Essential Edition or higher
•• IP Office 8.1 FP1 (SP3)
•• Registers as Avaya SIP endpoint (no 3rd party SIP
licence needed)
•• IP Office video soft client not supported

3-way beam forming digital mic
Screen not included

Isolates the speaker from the noise

Simultaneous H.264 High Profile and
Scalable Video Coding (SVC)
Embedded 9-way multi-party MCU
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Scopia XT7100 Room System

Scopia XT4300 Room System

For recording and multi-party conferencing

The new Avaya Scopia XT4300 video conferencing room system provides HD
video for small and medium-sized rooms, with high-end features available at an
attractive price point.

PTZ camera with 10x optical
zoom (40x with digital) and
wide-angle

1080p/60fps 5x optical zoom
camera

Dual 1080p 60fps live video and
content sharing

HD 1080p 60fps live video and
content sharing

H.264, H.264 High Profile, H.265
HEVC, SVC

H.264, H.264 High Profile, SVC

Up to 9 participants,
including on mobile
devices and desktops

CD audio quality

Microsoft Exchange
calendar support

USB recording

Optional 4 or 9 port
embedded MCU (PC &
mobile client support)

Scopia Control for iPad

2nd LAN enabled for firewall
traversal support

Optional:
•• Scopia Control for iPad
•• USB recording
•• 4 port embedded MCU
•• 2nd LAN for firewall traversal
solution

1-way analog microphone, 20
kHz CD-quality audio
Up to 4 participants, including
on mobile devices and desktops
Microsoft Exchange calendar
support
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Scopia XT Telepresence Platform

Scopia Control

•• Lifelike, immersive experience
•• Customisable to the unique requirements of individual rooms and customer needs
•• Cost-effective

Apple iPad application for control of Scopia XT room systems and telepresence:

3 Sony EVI HD7 cameras

20 kHz CD-quality audio

Precise camera calibration
and setup programme

3 simultaneous
1080p/30fps video
streams
Full HD 1080p video

Market-leading
interoperability
Combined with the
Scopia Elite MCU

Intuitive Apple
iPad control

H.239 data collaboration
@ 1080p/30fps

•• Highly intuitive user interface
•• Cost-effective (no need for an expensive, proprietary device)
•• Integrated conference room calendar and enterprise directory, making it easy to
join meetings and invite others

Moderate Meetings
•• View participants list
•• Change video layouts
•• Mute noisy users
•• Start presentations

Data Collaboration
with Review
•• H.239 content
(e.g. presentations)
•• Review content
without interrupting
presenter

Touch to Call
Integrated corporate
directory, IP address,
E.164 or SIP URI

Select video
sources

Start or stop
recording and
streaming
examine
statistics for
troubleshooting

Control camera
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Desktop video communications
Scopia XT Executive 240

Scopia Desktop Client

All-in-one desktop video conferencing system and PC display

Extends a room system application to remote and desktop users for voice, video and
data communications

HD camera
24-inch full HD
LED display
16:9, 1080p

•• Standards-based video conferences up to 28 participants
•• Connects to telepresence and UC clients through Scopia infrastructure
•• Microsoft Office and IBM Lotus Notes integration
•• PC and Mac support
•• Centrally managed, distributed and deployed without complex licensing fees or
installation issues
•• Automatic firewall traversal allows anyone to participate regardless of where they are

2 simultaneous
channels
720p camera
(optional 1080p) +
1080p H.239 content

H.264, H.264 High
Profile, H.264
SVC video

HD video up to 720p

Optional 4 port embedded MCU

H.264 SVC

Echo cancelling microphone
Simple web browser plug-in
Wideband audio, automatic gain
control and noise suppression

•• View participants list
•• Change video layouts
•• Mute noisy users
•• Start/stop recording and streaming
•• Examine statistics for troubleshooting

H.239 content
Review materials without
interrupting presenter
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Video stations

Mobile communications

H175 Video collaboration stations

Scopia Mobile

Personal desktop device which combines video collaboration and advanced call
management with desktop application access.

Enterprise-grade mobile video application enabling HD video conferencing and
data collaboration with the nearly two million installed standards-based video
conferencing and telepresence systems worldwide.

•• HD video camera
•• 7’ HD touchscreen display
•• Wi-Fi/Bluetooth connectivity
•• ccess to Outlook calendar & contacts
•• Presence status
•• Cordless handset
•• HD speaker phone

•• Standards-based video conferences
up to 28 participants
•• Connects to telepresence and UC
clients through Scopia infrastructure
•• Available for Android and Apple iOS
(smartphones and tablets)

•• Mobile Broadband and Wi-Fi Capable
(NetSense bandwidth prediction and adaptation)

•• Advanced enterprise directory
integration
•• Join through email link or mobile
calendar

H.239 content

E159/E169 Media stations

Review materials without
interrupting presenter

High quality voice and access to the most-used
call handling features via an intuitive interface.
They can serve as a standalone SIP desktop
device or as a charging station for iPhones/iPads
(iOS 6.0+) and Samsung Galaxy mobile devices
(KitKat and JellyBean).

Easy management:
•• View participants list
•• Change video layouts
•• Mute noisy users
•• Start/stop recording and
streaming
•• Examine statistics for
troubleshooting
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Web Collaboration Server

Streaming and recording

Provides advanced content
sharing functionality based on
Web Collaboration technology
operated within Scopia
Desktop Clients.

Enhances a Scopia solution with high-quality, scalable, manageable and userfriendly abilities to record conferences hosted on Elite 6000 or 5000 MCUs.

Also capable of transcoding web collaboration format content to/from standard
H.239/BFCP format content to maintain interoperability with room systems and
other standards based endpoints.

Conferences can be recorded to the system’s content library for on-demand
playback or can be broadcast in real-time to any viewer’s PC, tablet or mobile
device.

Improved content portal
Zero download client
Enhanced browsing and
searching capabilities
Significantly greater scalability
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Video management
Scopia Management Suite
Single access point for managing all video conferencing devices
including third-party endpoints, infrastructure devices such
as MCUs and gateways, and call control applications such as
gatekeepers and SIP agents:
•• Avaya , Cisco/Tandberg, LifeSize, Polycom and Sony endpoint
management
•• Supports both distributed and centralised deployments
•• Multi-tenant for service providers
•• Integration with:
–– Microsoft Active Directory, Outlook, Lync
–– IBM Lotus Domino, Notes and Sametime

Monitor, remotely configure,
control and upgrade devices
Easily maintain and distribute
endpoint video address books
Simple and comprehensive visual
reports
Manage and monitor video
network to ensure efficient
bandwidth utilisation

Convenient scheduling and
resource reservation
“Virtual MCU”
High scale, distributed
deployments with virtual
conferencing rooms
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Scopia ECS Gatekeeper
ECS provides gatekeeper functionality and everything required to simply and easily define, control, and manage voice, video and data traffic over IP networks – no matter
how large or complex:
•• Ensures optimal bandwidth utilisation to deliver carrier-grade, best quality call completion and collaborative video communications over any network and any protocol.
•• Built for service provider reliability with hot standby functionality for delivering 7x24 service

Full H.323 Gatekeeper
Supports up to 2,000 calls and 10,000 seats
Advanced call fallback

Creates easy PSTN-like dialling
for video conferencing

Call forwarding policies
per dialled number
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Video infrastructure
Scopia Elite 6000 Series MCU

Scopia Elite 5000 Series MCU

Hybrid architecture with powerful video accelerator components to deliver
unmatched density and minimise the power and rack space required.

Can be configured for a range of HD continuous presence ports to suit a
variety of applications and budgets

HD Continuous
Presence up to
1080p/60fps
Dual 1080p/60fps
for video and
content
H.264 high profile
and SVC
Interoperates with
major vendors’
H.323 and SIP video
endpoints
Including multi-stream
telepresence connectivity

Telepresence
interoperability
May also require TIP
Gateway

Up to 28
participants
24 video layouts
On-screen
interactive control
+ info overlay
Panoramic layouts
enable traditional
video system
interoperability
with immersive
telepresence
applications
Video auto
attendant

HD Continuous
Presence and
switched video
Dedicated
processing for every
connection
Connect with UC
platforms via Scopia
infrastructure

H.264 @ 1080p/30fps

H.264 SVC
120 video
conferencing ports
per system
Full suite of audio/
video codecs incl.
transcoding

4X dynamic capacity
option for enhanced
definition endpoints

Up to 28
participants

Maximises capacity
for mixed endpoint
environments without
configuration changes

24 video layouts

Unequalled scalability
through patented,
distributed multipoint
conferencing

On-screen
interactive
control
+ info overlay
Video auto
attendant

Telepresence
interoperability
Dynamic resource
allocation
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Scopia TIP Gateway

Telepresence interoperability

Scopia Elite MCUs in conjunction with the Scopia TIP Gateway provide a truly
interoperable, multi-vendor, multi-stream immersive telepresence conferencing
solution. This enables multi-party communications between different vendor’s
telepresence systems in addition to standards-based video conferencing endpoints.

Connects to standards-based video conferencing systems and
leading UC clients
Up to 12Mbps video
bandwidth

Any mix of video segments
Optimised system layouts

Telepresence, HD & SD
systems in same conference

Gigabit Ethernet (RJ-45)
100 - 240VAC, 50/60Hz autoswitched, 350W, 3A
Content Sharing: H.264, up to XGA

MCU approach

Gateway approach

d

Codecs – G.711, G.722,
G.722.1, MPEG4 AAC-LD

HD continuous presence up to
720p 30fps

ed clients
-bas
p
kto
es

Room systems

SVC Silo

SVC to AVC gateways

H.264 SVC
H.264 AVC
H.263
Room systems

SVC desktopbased
clients

SVC

36 telepresence segments
maximum

MCU
Telepresence

Telepresence
Unified Communications
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Scopia PathFinder Firewall Traversal

Scopia Video Gateway for
Microsoft Lync/Skype for Business

Complete firewall and NAT traversal solution enabling secure connectivity
between enterprise networks and remote sites

Provides connectivity for Lync/Skype for Business to standards-based
video conferencing solutions, allowing users to realise the benefits of
Lync/Skype for Business in conjunction with their existing deployments
of room-based video conferencing systems, telepresence systems and
infrastructure.

Built on a hardened Linux
operating system
Including access control, AES
encryption and client authentication

Can be installed on any
standalone computer in the
network
Easily deployed in the DMZ
Allows seamless integration
with existing video
conferencing systems and
infrastructure components
One PathFinder client
supports many endpoints,
easily configured for higher
capacity and backup

Supports up to 80
concurrent calls and 480
registered devices
H.460 compliant
Including support for multiplexed
media

Works with any firewall,
H.323 endpoint and
gatekeeper
Solves near and far-end firewall
traversal issues and maintains
existing security measures

No changes required to dial
plans or E.164 numbers in
the conferencing application

Unlimited scalability
with multiple
gateways

Microsoft RT Video HD
transcoding
Microsoft A/V Edge support

Presence displayed
in Lync /Skype for
Businesscontact list
for any H.323 system

Up to 10 HD / 20 VGA / 40
CIF calls in any combination
TLS and SRTP for security

Microsoft UC officially
qualified
Consistent Lync/
Skype for Business
experience
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SIP Gateway

Scopia Gateway

Extends the reach of IBM Sametime by providing connectivity and interoperability
with standards-based video conferencing and telepresence systems and
infrastructure.

Provides seamless connectivity between different networks and standards to
deliver feature-rich, reliable, multimedia conferencing and collaboration.

Also enables connectivity with new visual communication solutions such as
telepresence and video on mobile devices in support of BYOD initiatives.

G.722, G.711 audio

Each system supports up to 60
calls

H.264, H.263 video
SIP ICE, IBM STUN
/ TURN, H.460
firewall traversal
TLS, SRTP, H.235
AES encryption
between SIP and
H.323 networks

Unlimited scalability through
multiple gateways
Remote workers using
Sametime can easily connect
to video conferencing systems
on the corporate network with
firewall and NAT traversal

Connecting IP video
conferencing networks with
ISDN and PSTN networks

ISDN PRI models
support up to 2 PRI
T1/E1 and up to 4 BRI

Distributed or centralised
scalable connectivity

V.35/RS-449/EIA530/EIA-530A model
available

Automatic recovery of
connections and resources

H.323 over IP

Highly compatible with
standards-compliant endpoints,
gatekeepers and MCUs

H.320 over ISDN or
V.35/RS-449/EIA530/EIA-530A

Easily installed (plug and play)
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Contact Centre
Contact centre
IP Office Contact Center
Multichannel contact centre functionality and simplicity for medium-sized companies where customer service is important.

Fully Integrated contact centre

•• Targeted at existing or potential IP Office customers with 5 to 250 agents,
with typically between 50 and 500 users
•• Superior customer service and interaction
Channel prioritisation
•• Optimum agent productivity and consistency
•• High agent performance
•• Better agent training and conflict resolution
Multichannel (Voice, email & web chat)
•• Faster query resolution

Single intuitive interface

?

CONTACT CENTRE RESOURCES

Channel
Prioritisation
UNIVERSAL QUEUE

Agent groups

Agents x5 to 250

Skills
based
routing

Waiting
announcements

External
destination

IVR
agents

Reporting
(real-time & historical)

Outbound dialling capability
CUSTOMERS & PROSPECTS

Outbound dialling capability

Call Recording

Skills-based
routing

Reporting
Call recording

Real-time & historical
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Deployment

Capacities

Pre-requisites:
•• IP500v2 (R9.0.2)
–– Preferred Edition
–– Application Server with 2 HDD running VM Pro & Contact Recorder
•• Server Edition (R9.0.2)
–– Server Edition licence
–– 2 x HDD or additional server for Contact Recorder (voice storage)

IP500 V2
+ IPOCC R220 Server

Server Edition
+ IPOCC R220 Server

Server Edition
+ IPOCC R630 Server

30

100

250

BHCC

1000

4000

5000

Mail per hour

300

1000

2500

Chat per hour

400

1250

3250

Configured agents

150

500

1250

Voice calls queued

45

90

125

Calls being recorded

30

100

250

Active agents (all media)

•• Windows 2008 R2 or 2012 Rs2 OS Licence (if deploying in VMWare
environment – VMWare ESXi5)

Certification requirements
Sell

Fast and simple installation:
1

Collect customer data
e.g. Excel

2

Install IPOCC software

3

Import customer data

Install

1x APSS for IPOCC 1x ASPS in IPOCC

Customise to end-user needs

IPOSS is mandatory for IPOCC and
should be quoted with every IPOCC
solution.

Licence requirements
Agent (voice)
For all agents
+

4

Services/IPOSS

OR

Supervisor
For any user wishing to have Supervisor privilege

Agent (multichannel)
For agents managing voice, email
and chat
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Contact Center Select 7.0
Multichannel contact centre functionality for medium-sized companies where customer service is a key priority.
•• Targeted at existing or potential IP Office customers with typically up to 2000 users
•• Up to 400 agents on Server Edition or 30 agents on IP500
•• Superior customer service and interaction across multiple channels
•• Optimum agent productivity and consistency
•• High agent performance
•• Better agent training and conflict resolution
•• Faster query resolution

Fully Integrated contact centre
Single intuitive interface
Channel prioritisation

Multichannel (Voice, email, web chat)
+ text (SMS) + fax

?

CONTACT CENTRE RESOURCES

Channel
Prioritisation
UNIVERSAL QUEUE

Agent groups

Agents

Skills
based
routing

Waiting
announcements

External
destination

IVR
agents

Reporting
(real-time & historical)

Outbound dialling capability
CUSTOMERS & PROSPECTS

Outbound dialling capability

Call Recording

Skills-based
routing

Reporting
Call recording

Real-time & historical
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Deployment

Hardware appliance
•• Full system pre-installed
–– All software components are pre-installed for a voice and multimedia
solution, packaged in a single box
–– Includes all ACCS service packs
–– Includes onboard Avaya Media Server and local WebLM for licensing
•• Rapid deployment

Capacities
•• IP500v2 (R10)
–– Up to 30 active/logged-in agents
–– Up to 150 configured agents
–– Up to 30 supervisors

•• Server Edition/Select (R10)
–– Up to 400 active/logged-in agents
–– Up to 1250 configured agents
–– Up to 80 supervisors

•• 100% recording of all agent calls (when deployed with VM Pro and Contact
Recorder)

Software appliance

Certification requirements

Services/IPOSS

Three OVAs required (recommended installation order 1-3)
•• 1) WebLM OVA – Linux based WebLM server – can use existing
deployed WebLM if not already used for any CC licensing
•• 2) AMS OVA – Red Hat Linux based AMS 7.6
•• 3) Windows 2012 R2 Standard Edition Sp1 OS
–– Minimum configuration to support ACCS deployment
–– Customer provides the Windows OS licence at install time
(can be MS activated later)
–– ACCS Voice & MM software
–– Ignition wizard installs ACCS with templated data
–– Templated Database contains pre-configured CC elements (agents,
skillsets, supervisors, flows etc.)

DVD
•• Single Avaya supplied DVD
•• Customer supplied H/W, OS and OS licences
•• Optional 2-step commission process (partner lab or customer site)

Sell

Install

1x APSS +
1x APDS for ACCS

1x ASPS in ACCS

IPOSS is mandatory for ACCS and
should be quoted with every ACCS
solution.

Licence requirements
Agent (voice)
For all agents
+

OR

Supervisor
For any user wishing to have Supervisor privilege

Agent (multichannel)
For agents managing voice, email
and chat
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Positioning contact centre solutions for IP Office
IP Office
Contact Center

Contact Center Select

Supporting the business

Key for the business

5 to 30 (IP500 V2) or 250
agents (Server Edition)

10 to 400 agents

Typically for companies
where 10% to 20% of
employees are contact
centre agents

Typically for companies
where 30%+ of employees
are contact centre agents

Some IT communications
knowledge is required, but
the end customer will most
likely rely on consultants or
a trusted local partner

Will be typically managed
by CIOs and tech savvy
experts most likely familiar
with contact centre
solutions and database
integration

Simplicity

Feature richness

Voice centric with
multichannel:
voice, email, web chat

Blended multichannel:
voice, email, web chat, text
(SMS), fax

English, French, German,
Spanish, Italian

G-14 languages

Preview, progressive outbound calling

Is a language other than
English required?

Y

Are you upgrading from
symposium or CC6 legacy
contact center?

Y

Multi-channel

Is the contact centre business
critical?

Y

IP500 V2

10

Server Edition

30

250

400 active agents

N

Does the contact centre
require sms and fax today?

Y

Ideal headsets for this application:

N

Does the customer require
a pom (outbound), wfo or
avaya experience portal?

Y

N

Does the customer need to
carry out csat surveys?

Y

N

Call recording
Database directed routing

Voice
1

Skills-based routing

Reporting (real-time and historical)

IP Office Contact Center

N

Local or remote agents

Supervisors

Contact Center Select

Avaya Experience
Portal Applications

N

IPOCC

ACCS

•• BIZ 2300 / BIZ 2400 Series
•• Evolve Series

•• EncorePro Series
•• Savi 700 Series

•• SC630/660 USB CTRL
•• SH Series
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Networking
Avaya Networking overview
Ethernet switching

Wireless networking

•• Core ethernet switching
–– Aggregation point between users connected to edge
switches and applications running to the data centre
infrastructure
–– Pivotal role in determining overall network availability and
performance
–– Switch Clustering technology, which delivers simplified
always-on resiliency
–– Horizontal Stacking and lower overall power consumption
–– High levels of performance and reliability

•• Availability of 802.11ac makes WLAN a viable alternative to wired networking
•• WLAN 9100 Series is a next-generation solution combining Wave 2 802.11ac wireless standard with
a truly unified wireless/wired architecture
•• Granualar visibility and policy control at the edge for predictable application performance

•• Edge ethernet switching
–– Fixed-format stackable chassis switches for the branch
and remote sites
–– Resiliency, performance, efficiency and flexibility
–– Resilient, high-performance stackable chassis architecture
leveraging Flexible Advanced Stacking Technology (FAST)

Fabric-enabled
•• Single protocol (IS-IS)
•• Easy to operate and troubleshoot (IEEE 802.1 ag extensions)
•• Single command end point configuration
•• Simple to deploy

Access control
•• Portfolio comprised of SSL VPN, Secure Portable Office and Network Access Control solutions
•• Provides endpoint security to helps maintain end-to-end integrated security in an open, standardsbased approach
•• Device-agnostic to promote deployment in virtually any existing environment
•• Health scans and robust authorisation policies seamlessly support LAN, WLAN and VPN
infrastructures
•• Secure guest networking, compliance portal access and reporting and analytics

Unified management
Avaya’s UCM provides comprehensive network management capabilities across data/voice and wired/
wireless networks utilising a set of common services. These allow for common components (e.g.
user data, database information, certificate management) to be shared without repeating the same
definitions and configurations for each application.
The portfolio offers single sign-on and a common look and feel, which helps ensure easy and secure
access while reducing training requirements. The fully integrated, one-stop management portal
provides a unified view of the network, while streamlining workflows and reducing installation,
configuration and troubleshooting time, as well as reducing system operations and maintenance.
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Why Avaya Networking solutions?

1

Eliminating complexity

From 10+ protocols to 1

2

Faster time-to-service

11x better edge-only

3

Better time to repair

6.5x improvement

Switching solutions for IP Office
•• High performance
•• Highly resilient
•• Fabric enabled - simple to manage and deploy new services

4

Enhanced business continuity

13 minutes to 320 milliseconds

5

Invisible core

Simplified network

Core

ERS 59XX
VSP 4000
VSP 8000

6

Automated IoT

Plug & play elastic networks

7

Multicast made easy

28x scalability

8

Resource maximisation

1/10 resources and 1/10 time

9

Workflow automation

Accelerating outcomes

Turnkey application solutions

Delivery from weeks to one day

10

Wireless

Access

Wired

ERS 35XX

ERS 4XXX

WLAN 9100

•• Ideal for IPO Mid Market customers
•• High performance switching to the desk
•• High port density in small form factor
•• Scalable “pay as you grow” solution

•• Wireless access that delivers on
high performance
•• Perfect for BYOD
•• Supporting the very latest
standards
•• Application visibility
•• Zero touch provisioning
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ERS 3500 Series

ERS 4800 Series

Family of standalone or stackable 10/100BASE-TX and 10/100/1000BASE-T
Ethernet switching products perfectly suited to small to medium sized businesses.

8 different switching model
variants to suit a wide range of
deployment scenarios

Stackable Chassis system providing high-performance, convergence-ready, secure
and resilient Ethernet switching connectivity.
fabric-enabled

Available in 4 model variants
Supports:

Available in 10, 24 and 48 port
form factors

•• 10/100/1000 switching and routing
•• PoE/PoE+
•• 1 and 10 Gigabit Ethernet SFP+
uplink options

Ideal for:
•• Smaller or medium sized enterprises
•• Branch offices of larger enterprises
•• Great convergence-ready edge
switch when used in conjunction
with the Avaya UC Appliance IP500

Plug & play capabilities for IP
Phone deployments
Pay-as-you-grow stackable
chassis

Convergence-ready
for UC

Plug & play for IP
phones

Intelligent
stacking

Advanced QoS capabilities

PoE
or PoE+

Sophisticated QoS
capabilities

Lifetime
Warranty

Optimised for high-definition
video surveillance

In-service maintenance and restoration

Up to 400 ports and 384
Gbps of virtual backplane
throughput

Ideal for:
•• Customers looking for Gigabit
to the desktop
•• Customers requiring a network
ready to support PoE+
•• Customers building a network
ready for the explosion
of wireless traffic and the
proliferation of HD video traffic
•• Next-generation network edge
deployments.

Fabric-ready – Support for
Avaya Fabric Connect that
extends virtual fabric from
the core to the edge of the
network
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ERS 4900 Series

ERS 5900 Series
fabric-enabled

Provides high-performance, convergence-ready, resilient and secure Ethernet
switching connectivity.
fabric-enabled

Available in 4 model variants
Supports:

Ideal for:

•• 1000BASE-T Gigabit Ethernet
access
•• Two SFP+ interfaces for network
uplink connectivity
•• Convergence ready
•• PoE/PoE+
•• Optimised for high definition
video surveillance
•• True plug-and-play capabilities for
IPO deployments and advanced
QoS capabilities

•• Mid-to-large businesses
•• Environments with either FE
or GbE connectivity at the
edge or both
•• Where 10GbE uplinks will
become important
•• Enterprise wiring closet
and other network edge
deployments

Always-on stackable chassis
delivering a best-in-class high
availability solution
Hot swappable unit
replacement and integrated
power redundancy

Fabric-Enabled –
supporting Avaya’s
Fabric Connect
technologies to
empower a seamless
transition to an agile,
software-defined
virtualised networking
solution

Premium stackable chassis
system
•• 4 options PoE+ and non PoE
•• Delivers virtualised networking
services at the network edge
through the support of Avaya’s
Fabric Attach technology

Plug & play capabilities for
IP Phone deployments
Operational in less than one
minute!

Intuitive tools for management
and troubleshooting
•• Simple to learn - Industry aligned
interface (CLI)
•• Centralised management – perfect
for multi-site deployments
•• Web based GUI

Convergence functionality:
•• Power over Ethernet
•• Advanced quality of service
features
•• Optimised for high-definition
video surveillance
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VSP 4000 Series

VSP 8000 Series

The VSP 4000 series is ideal for deployments in small offices where it is desirable
to extend fabric technology across the wide area, the campus edge or where you
need separation of traffic for regulatory/security reasons. VSP 4000 delivers rich
multiservice and multi-tenant functionality in a cost-effective platform for small
locations.

Compact Form-Factor (CFF) Ethernet Switches designed to deliver sophisticated yet
simplified functionality for deployments by businesses striving for greater efficiency.

fabric-enabled

•• 80 ports of 10 Gigabit Ethernet
•• 4 ports of 40 Gigabit Ethernet

Available in 4 model variants
•• 10/100/1000Base-T switching and
routing
•• PoE+ support
•• 2 x 1/10 Gigabit SFP+ ports
•• Layer 2 and Layer 3 virtualisation

Fabric enabled
•• Single protocol (IS-IS)
•• Easy to operate and troubleshoot
(IEEE 802.1 ag extensions)
•• Single command end point
configuration

Deploy multiple services
without multiple protocols
End-to-end traffic separation
for multi-tenancy or for
security / regulatory
compliance (i.e. PCI DSS)

VSP 8284XSQ

Ideal for:

VSP 8404

•• Customer looking for an
alternative small core switch
•• Simplifying the deployment of
new services
•• A network where adds, moves
and changes are simple to
perform
•• A network with sub second
recovery

Up to 96 ports of 10 Gigabit
Ethernet or 24 ports of 40 Gigabit
Ethernet

Lifetime warranty

Low latency

AC or DC high-availability
power
Non-blocking, wire-speed
switching architecture

Ideal for:
‘Middle businesses’ needing
reliable access to critical business
applications but who don’t have
sufficient IT resources or funding
available to build-out and
maintain feature-rich networks
using conventional techniques
and products

Leverage “High End” VSP
9000 functionality
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Wireless solutions
WLAN 9100 Series
Instead of central controllers, everything needed for a secure, high-performance WLAN is built into each wireless device, reducing equipment and infrastructure requirements:
•• Application control visibility and policy control at the
edge for predictable application performance
•• Simplified operations with zero-touch provisioning
•• Broad portfolio supporting the latest industry
standards (802.11ac)
•• Future proof network with a technology upgrade path
to 802.11ac and other wireless technologies without
replacing any equipment

•• Swap-less upgrades
•• Cloud-based management
•• End-to-end unified access
•• Flexible deployment
•• Low TCO
•• Bonjour support

•• End-to-end unified access - includes unified wired/
wireless, BYOD and guest access management,
unified management
•• Predictable performance - extending the benefits and
simplicity of Avaya's innovative Fabric technology to
the wireless edge
•• Simplified RF planning
•• 2-Tier architecture with distributed controller

WAO 9122 WAO 9132
outdoor
outdoor

WAP 9172
/ 9173

WAP 9112

WAP 9114

WAP 9122

WAP 9123

WAP 9132

WAP 9133

WAE 9132

WAP 9144

Wall mount
802.11ac AP

Price
optimised
802.11ac AP

802.11n
2x2 AP

802.11n
3x3 AP

802.11ac
2x2 AP

802.11ac
3x3 AP

Plenum rated
802.11ac AP

802.11ac
Wave 2
4x4 AP

802.11n
2x2 AP

802.11ac
2x2 AP

802.11ac
2x2 / 3x3 AP

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

2 radios

4 radios

Integrated controller
On-premise or cloud management
Application control
Zero-touch provisioning
Avaya Identity Engines (BYOD and guest acces solution) is included in the WLAN Orchestration System (WOS).
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Avaya Services
Avaya Services
Support Advantage
Award-winning, customisable and globally-consistent support services offer from Avaya, with mandatory and optional elements depending upon the product sold.

Support Advantage Preferred

Upgrade Advantage

Mandatory attach to new solutions

Required for sales of and upgrades to new major software releases launched since 10th
August 2015

•• 24x7 remote technical support
•• Access to the Avaya Support website, updates and fixes
•• Avaya Secure Access Link (SAL) gateway software to enable remote
support
•• Avaya EXPERT™ Systems — auto resolves 90% of alarms service
requests without human intervention
•• Avaya Diagnostic Server with SLA Mon™ technology — advanced,
client-controllable diagnostic tools that speed diagnosis while lowering
costs without additional equipment
•• Multi-Vendor Collaborative support — Avaya will collaborate with select
vendors to diagnose interoperability issues with the vendor’s product
resulting in an improved customer experience and faster resolution
times, without finger pointing
•• Proactive alert of network issues (PSTN and IP) — fast automatic
alarm notification and initiation of automated problem diagnosis and
resolution
•• Response service level objectives of 15 minutes via the web
•• Global license portability for simple and automated movement of
licences around the world
•• Increased security and ease of managing authentication policies through
Avaya SAL Policy Server
•• 1 or 3-year options

An economical way to receive major software upgrades on a subscription basis as they
become available during the contract term, providing investment protection, as well as
cost and risk reduction to the customer.

Advance Parts Replacement
Optional
Certified Avaya parts can be purchased for covered Avaya products and is available with
next business day or two different four-hour delivery time options (8x5x4 or 24x7x4) in
selected countries.

Onsite Support (includes Advance Parts Replacement)
Optional
Avaya dispatches technical resources when onsite support is needed and replaces
defective parts, except terminals. Onsite support is available in selected countries in 8x5x4
or 24x7x4 options.

Terminal Replacement
Optional
Next business day shipment of defective terminals
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IP Office Support Services (IPOSS)

Partner Assurance Support Services (PASS/PASS+)

A partner-led service offer backed by Avaya

Partner-delivered service

IPOSS provides global service options to maintain and support IP Office R9.0 and
above for Mid-Market and SME customers.

Customers purchase their support agreements through their Avaya partner,
which can include partner-specific offerings bundled together.

It is available to Avaya-authorised channel partners in partner-led wholesale and
co-delivery support models. Co-delivery is available to channel partners who
meet IP Office certification requirements in the Avaya Connect Program. Unless
otherwise noted, each offer coverage option is available in:

Avaya partners are required to purchase a PASS contract for that solution from
Avaya in order to obtain Level 3 support and corrective patches.

•• wholesale or co-delivery
•• business day support (8x5x5) or any time, any day support (24x7x365)

Base offer: Remote Technical
Support plus Upgrades
(RTS+UG)
Includes remote software and
hardware support, free major
software upgrades, access to service
packs and access to web services.

Partners can choose from various offerings within PASS/PASS+ :

On-site support

APR Next Business Day (NBD)

Software release management

geographically available

Parts replacement

May be purchased with the base offer (where

•• Replacement parts shipped on a
next business day basis
•• 4-hour expedited parts
(where available)

Product registration is required to activate IPOSS coverage.
IP Office coverage is required for every node running IP Office software.
Available in 1, 3 or 5-year contract length options
Channel partners may request free IP Office upgrade licences for their customers with active IPOSS entitlements.

Support Advantage
IPOSS
PASS/PASS+

Aura (incl. CC)

IP Office
(incl. CC)

IP Office Branch

Scopia

SBC Aura

SBC IP Office

Networking

ü
û
û

û
ü
û

ü
û
û

ü
û
û

ü
û
û

ü
ü
û

ü
û
ü
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About Westcon and the UCC practice
By partnering with Westcon, you will have access to our
portfolio of category-leading vendors as well as in-depth
commercial and technical support from the Westcon team
throughout the sales cycle.
We are here to help you anticipate and maximise
opportunities in the UCC market as they arise, understand
your goals and help you improve your skills, increase sales,
reduce costs, and accelerate your return on investment.

Contact us
All our contact details are listed on our website:
https://www.westconcomstor.com/global/en/country-language-selector.html
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